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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 
 

Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community 
leaders, public officials – inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service 
organizations, the following list emerged as issues needing media attention and 
support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced 
shows and newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement 
campaigns and sales marketing campaigns. 
 

Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters    Environment 
 

Business & Industry     Foreign News 
 
Children & Youth     Funerals and Memorials 
 
Consumer      Government and Politics 
 
Court and Legal Decisions    Health and Medical 
 
Crime and Law Enforcement   Housing 
 
Cultural       Immigration 
 
Deaths       Lifestyle 
 
Diversity      Poverty 
 
Education      Religion 
 
Elderly-Seniors-Retirement    Safety 
 
Employment/Labor     Technology 
 
Entertainment      Transportation 
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Regularly Scheduled Programs 
 

Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to 
address community issues, concerns and needs.  The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC5 News – Daily Local News Programs 

WMAQ’s daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues 
and community problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days 
NBC5 News Today 4:00-4:30am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 4:30-5:00am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 5:00-5:30am Monday-Friday 
NBC5 News Today 5:30-6:00am Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Monday-Friday 
NBC5 News Today 11:00a-12:00pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 4:00-5:00pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Monday-Friday 
NBC5 News 6:00-6:30pm Monday-Friday 

NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Monday-Friday 
   

NBC5 News Today 5:00-6:00am Saturday 
NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Saturday 

NBC5 News Today 9:00-10:00am Saturday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Saturday 

NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Saturday 

   
NBC5 News Today 5:00-6:00am Sunday 

NBC5 News Today 6:00-7:00am Sunday 

NBC5 News Today 8:00-9:00am Sunday 
NBC5 News Today 10:00-10:30am Sunday 

NBC5 News 5:00-5:30pm Sunday 
NBC5 News 10:00-10:30pm Sunday 
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MONDAY, APRIL 1, 2019  
POLITICS - CHICAGO ELECTION- CHICAGO  - 10PMPKG  
History will be made on Election Day tomorrow in Chicago. The first African American woman 
will win the seat of Mayor and lead Chicago. Low turnout is expected, even with this historical 
race on the line. Today both candidates, Lori Lightfoot and Toni Preckwinkle campaigned all day 
and night to get the support of voters before tomorrow's election. Mary Ann Ahern-
 Runs  2:04    
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- HEALTH  NEW HEART- CHICAGO- 5PM VOSOT  
Sophia Sanchez,  the 11 year old whose video of her hearing she got a new heart at the hospital 
last summer, is now paying it forward. Sanchez is now making public service campaign with the 
hospital to ask people to become organ donors.  Marion Brooks- Runs 2:10  
  
CRIME- RIPPER CREW POST PRISON- AURORA- 4:30PM PKG Aurora was 'blindsided’ by 
convicted killer moving to town, mayor says in official Facebook post.  In the post, Mayor Irvin 
speaks out against convicted killer and rapist who has decided to live in the western suburb of 
Aurora. The mayor says he doesn't want Thomas Korkoraleis living there, saying he's still a 
danger. Kokoraleis was released from jail after serving his sentence for rape and murder, as 
part of a four-man gang that abducted, tortured and sexually assaulted women in the 80's, 
Kokoraleis will be staying at the Wayside Ministries in Aurora and could be out in 30 days after 
completing time at the transitional facility.  Ash Har Quraishi-  Runs 1:54 
  
ACCIDENT- DROWNING VICTIMS- SHOREWOOD - 5PM PKG  
First responders have recovered two bodies form the DuPage River in Shorewood after the two 
were reported missing Sunday after jumping in the river. It happened in the southwest suburb 
of Shorewood, where the boyfriend jumped into the river, and his girlfriend went after him to 
try and save him. Rescuers spent most of the night Sunday searching for the two and then later 
Monday, they were able to recover the bodies. Lauren Petty- Runs 2:27 
  
  
TUESDAY, APRIL 2, 2019  
POLITICS- ELECTION DAY- LORI LIGHTFOOT WINS – CHICAGO LIVE 10PM VOSOT – After a day 
of frantic campaigning, the Mayoral election is finally hear. In an historic victory, Newcomer 
Lori Lightfoot, the first African American Woman who is also gay won the election in all Chicago 
wards, beating the tried and true politician Toni Preckwinkle. Tonight, it was jam packed at her 
campaign headquarters where she spoke of change for the city in the next four years. Mary Ann 
Ahern- Runs  
POLITICS- ELECTION DAY – PRECKWINKLE LOSES—CHICAGO – LIVE 10PM VOSOT  It was a quiet 
night for Toni Preckwinkle who conceded early in the evening after losing to newcomer Lori 
Lightfoot in all wards of Chicago. But Preckwinkle, who will still be the Cook County Board 
President says she's still ready to fight for issues she believes in. Dick Johnson- runs  
ACCIDENT- 5 ALARM FIRE- CHICAGO –10PM PKG -  It took hours for the Chicago Fire 
Department to bing a 5-alarm fire under control Tuesday at the Newly Wed Food warehouse. 
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No one was injured, but smoke could be seen for miles and the blaze demolished the entire 
building. High winds are too blame for the difficulty in controlling the blaze and now firefighters 
are spending the overnight hours dousing the hotspots. One of the workers said he saw smoke 
and made sure everyone got out safely. Natalie Martinez- Runs  
ELECTIONS- SUBURBAN REFERENDUM – HINSDALE - 10PM PKG   Residents in the western 
suburb of Hinsdale voted to pay 140 million dollars in a controversial referendum. Officials 
earlier had cut programs, saying without the money, they would be forced to make cuts. With 
the referendum passed, some of the money will be spent restoring those school programs and 
undertake major improvements at Hinsdale Central and Hinsdale South High Schools. Trina 
Orlando- runs  
  
WEDNSEDAY, APRIL 3, 2019  
CRIME- PITZEN CASE- NEWPORT KENTUCKY--10PM LIVE PKG -Timmothy Pitzen has been 
missing for 8 years. Then out of the blue, a person claiming to be 14 and the boy who was 
missing showed up asking for help in a small town across from Cincinnati. The person says he's 
been held captive by two men and described both of them but was able to escape from a local 
motel.  Now Aurora Police officials have sent several officers to the town to check out his story 
and take his DNA. The FBI has also been called into the case. Pitmen was a young boy when his 
mother took him out of school, spent the day in several Illinois towns, before ending up at a 
hotel. It was there where she wrote a note saying Timothy was safe, and then killed herself. 
Kate Chappell- Runs 2:30 
CRIME- MISSING BOY DEVELOPMENTS- AURORA- 10PM PKG- Neighbors who heard about the 
possibility of Timmothy Pitzen being found are overjoyed. They have pictures of him when he 
was a little boy, who came to their house often to play with their kids. They also kept the 
playground intact where Timothy used to live. Aurora Police say they are waiting for more 
definitive information before confirming that the boy claiming to be Pitzen is really him. Natalie 
Martinez- Runs 2:03  
CRIME- PITZEN FAMILY- ANTIOCH- 10PM PKG -The grandmother and Timmothy Pitzen's aunt 
are in disbelief after hearing the news that the missing Aurora boy might be alive. Although 
they have heard from the police that they are on their way to Kentucky to investigate, they are 
cautiously optimistic because they've had their hopes dashed in the past with false reports. 
Tomorrow the police will take a DNA test on the person claiming to be Timmothy to confirm he 
really is the missing boy. Lexi Sutter- Runs 1:33  
 CULTURE- MUSEUM FASHION EXHIBIT- CHICAGO – 5PKG – Chicago’s Historical museum opens 
a new Silver Screen to Mainstream fashion exhibit. It takes a look at some of Hollywood’s 
impact on fashion in the mainstream. It shows how in the beginning, the US depended a lot on 
France’s fashion, but the American Fashion Industry started coming into its own, thanks to 
Hollywood stars. Sabrina Santucci- Runs – 1:50  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- BABY WHISPERER - WINFIELD- 4PM PKG – Parenting a newborn is 
hard enough but doubly so when the baby is colicky. Now one suburban occupational 
therapists whose been through this with her own kids is teaching others how to calm the child 
down. Through massage and paying attention as to how long the baby was awake. Also, how a 
baby is fed is a good tip. Lauren Petty-Runs 2:00  
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 POLITICS-  LIGHTFOOT /PRECKWINKLE UNITY – CHICAGO- 5PM PKG –After yesterday's historic 
win, Mayor Elect Lori Lightfoot joins former opponent Toni Preckwinkle in a Unity gathering at 
Operation Push, to put behind them the race and move forward. It was a contentious race that 
had both sides accusing the others of bad decisions. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:35  
  
THURSDAY, APRIL 4, 2019  
  
PITZEN HOAX - KATE LIVE FROM KY  COP SHOP  10PM PKG-  
It was a heart-breaking day for the family of Timmothy Pitzen, the missing Aurora boy last seen 
in Rockford.  Today DNA test results showed the person claiming to be 14, and the missing boy 
who was held against his will, was really a 23-year-old man who was an imposter and has done 
this kind of thing before. Brian Rini from Medina Ohio now could face federal charges of lying to 
the police. The brother of the suspect says he wants to apologize for his brother's actions. Kate 
Chappell- Runs 2:42  
  
FAMILY PITZKEN HOAX REAX- ANTIOCH- 10PM PKG  
After hearing the news that there was an imposter claiming to be missing Timmothy Pitzen, his 
family vows they will never stop looking for him. The family says they will pray for the imposter 
and will not give up hope the boy will turn up. Trina Orlando Runs 1:57  
  
  
PITZEN- AURORA NEIGHBORS REAX- AURORA- 10PM PKG - 
One day of proclaiming nothing short of a miracle, the neighbors who were close to the missing 
boy, Timmothy Pitzen, are horrified someone would make up a story of the missing boy being 
found. But they said they still are praying he will be found. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:06  
  
   
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- TRANSPORTATION- LEAY PLANE- CHCIAGO-10PM PKG 
A Chicago air traveler is frustrated at the response from British Airways who want on her dream 
vacation to London. But on the way back she spent the entire trip dripped on from water, 
leaking from the cabin's ceiling. The airways apologized and offered her free drink coupons. But 
Laura Canulli says that’s not enough for what she went through. And NBC5 Responds says other 
passengers from other airlines who had similar flights on other airlines with inadequate 
response from the airlines. Eventually, British Airways offered to pay some money for the flight. 
Chris Coffey-Runs 3:16  
  
FRIDAY, APRIL 5, 2019  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- - TROOPER FUNERAL- GRAYSLAKE- 4PM  PKG-  
Hundreds attended the funeral of State Trooper Gerald Ellis, who died in an accident last 
weekend near Libertyville. Ellis was the third trooper to die this year in Illinois. Governor 
Pritzker shared some words about Gerald and his humor, while friends and family spoke of his 
kindness, dedication and commitment. Meantime, outside the funeral procession, hundreds 
gathered on the side of the road to honor the Illinois State Trooper. Lexi Sutter- 2:06 
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CRIME- PITZEN HOAX- CINCINATTI- 4PM PKG- Michael Rini now faces charges for lying to the 
FBI after he claimed he was the long lost missing boy Pitzen, from Aurora Illinois. According to 
law enforcement, this isn't the first time Rini has lied about who he is, one time even claiming 
he was a victim of sexual abuse. Officials said Rini heard about Pitzen's case after watching 
20/20. Chris Coffey Runs 2:30 
  
SPORTS- OPENING DAY FANS/SPORTS- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG- 
Fans came out in droves even in the overcast cold day to see their favorite team, the Chicago 
White Sox beat the Seattle Mariners in their home opener. But it was a nail biter after the Sox 
gave up a 6- 1 lead to face losing 8-6 until the 8th inning. In the end, the Sox beat them 10-
8. Today's fans and manager says today's win gives them energy and hope for the upcoming 
season. New at the stadium also includes digital ticketing where you can buy tickets and enter 
the stadium via your phone. LeeAnn Trotter and Mike Berman- Runs  1:53 AND 1:26  
  
POLITICS- LIGHTFOOT INTERVIEW- CHICAGO- 5PKG 
Today Chicago Mayor elect Lori Lightfoot threw out the first pitch at the Chicago White Sox 
Home opener. In an earlier interview, she spoke about her winning the mayoral race, meeting 
with Mayor Rahm Emanuel and her priorities when she gets into office. She also mentioned 
President Trump and Ivanka Trump called her after her election. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:23 
  
 ANIMALS/ GOVERNMENT-- DOG SHELTER- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
A dog rescue says their alderman strung them along on rezoning an abandoned building. One 
Tail at a Time wants to expand space for a dog rescue in Logan Square. They bought the piece 
of property, but now Alderman Muldanado says he will not be rezoning the property for them. 
Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:18  
  
CRIME- LITTLE LEAGUE EQUIPMENT THEFT- JOLIET- 10PM PKG  
A little league program, excited to get onto the field for spring baseball experienced heartache 
when they discovered someone broke in and stole their baseball equipment. But board 
members of the league dug into their own pockets to help the kids. April 20th is opening day 
date for the league and they hope to raise enough money to replace the equipment for the 
league. Regina Waldrop - Runs 2:04  
 
MONDAY, APRIL 8. 2019  
CRIME TEENS STABBED- SLEEPY HOLLOW – 10PM PKG=  
A female teenager was sexually assaulted and stabbed, and her brother also stabbed after man 
walked into their home during the morning and attacked them.  
The police chief says they have the suspect in custody, and said he tried to get into another 
home after the attack. Natalie Martinez- Runs  2:14  
 
 
SPORTS- NUN GETS BASEBALL CARD- CHICAGO HEIGHTS – 5PM PKG  
Sister Mary Jo Sobiek, who became instantly famous after throwing a perfect pitch at a local 
White Sox game was presented with her own Topps baseball card. Today the Marian Catholic 
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nun was presented with the cared and signed 200 cards for fans. The nun will receive one 
thousand dollars and will donate it to a scholarship for students. Christian Farr – Runs 1:51  
 
HEALTH – MAMMOGRAMS GUIDELINES- CHICAGO  4PM PKG 
New mammogram guidelines that calls for women to wait until age 50 to get their first 
mammogram, according the American College of Physicians. But doctors believe waiting could 
impact fighting the disease before it’s too late. Lauren Petty-Runs 2:26  
 
 
GOVERNMENT/DEVELOPMENT- LINCOLN YARDS VOTE- CHICAGO – 5PM PKG-  
The city council finance committee voted to delay the vote on TIF financing for the Lincoln 
Yards and 78 Development projects. The Lincoln Yards is a six- billion-dollar project and the 78 
development is a mixed used plan.  Activists protested today’s scheduled vote and said they 
would return Wednesday, when the delayed vote is expected take place. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 
2:37  
 
 
TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 2019  
 
HEALTH- WESTLAKE HOSPITAL TRO- MELROSE PARK- 6PMPKG- A judge has ordered a 
temporary restraining order against the owners of the west suburban Westlake Hospital from 
closing.  
The owners, Pipeline Health had started laying people off and then said they don't have enough 
employees to staff the hospital safely. This morning there were protesters from the community 
saying they need and depend on this hospital and the Mayor says he will fight to keep it open 
for now. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:19  
 
GOVERNMENT- MAYOR/LINCOLN YARDS/78 VOTE- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- Expect a big rowdy 
crowd at tomorrow's council meeting as there is word the full council may vote on a multi= 
billion-dollar tax increment program to developers of Lincoln Yards and the 78 developments. 
Today Chicago teacher’s union members protested at city hall, saying the money giveaway 
could be better spent helping local schools and teachers. Tomorrow's meeting will be Mayor 
Ram Emanuel's last council meeting, before leaving office. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:41  
 
HEALTH- MEASLES WARNING- PARK RIDGE- 5PM PKG- Pediatrics doctors sent letters out today 
to parents and held a news conference with an urgent warning- vaccinate your kids with the 
measles vaccine. Already 100 people have contracted the potentially deadly virus nationwide 
last week and the young and elderly are especially vulnerable. Christian Farr-Runs  1:48  
 
SPORTS - WOMAN HIT BY FOUL BALL- 5PM PKG  
A huge cub fan was hit by a foul ball during the opening day of the Cubs game yesterday. Naila 
O’Connell She broke her nose but was able to keep the ball which still has some blood on it. 
Now she is hoping her favorite player, Anthony Rizzo will sign the ball for her. Regina  Waldrop-
Runs 1:53 
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 10, 2019  
POLITICS- LIGHTFOOT/LAWMAKERS- SPRINGFIELD- 5PM PKG  
Mayor-Elect Lori Lightfoot is spending the next two days speaking to the Governor, and 
lawmakers about her vision of Chicago and working with state lawmakers. Today she gave a 
speech to state House members and discussed priorities with Governor Pritzker. Tomorrow she 
has plans to meet with the State Senate- Christian Farr-Runs 2:19  
 
CULTURE- JOHNSON PUBLISHING/BANKRUPTCY- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG- The first black owned 
magazine publishing company, Johnson Publishing has filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection.  A look back at the company shows the history and Experts point to the lateness in 
which they moved into digital publishing as one of the reasons the company started to falter. 
LeeAnn Trotter- Runs 1:45  
 
ACCIDENT- CTA DERAILMENT- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG 
A 39-year-old woman was injured and over 70 people evacuated after a minor derailment with 
the Blue Line at O’Hare Airport. Transit officials says the train was going to the platform at 
O’Hare when it slipped off the track. The woman injured had back pain and was taken to an 
area hospital, while CTA used shuttle buses to transport passengers to and from the airport. 
Patrick Fazio- Runs- 1:30  
  
 
GOVERNMENT- LINCOLN YARDS/MAYOR - 5PM PKG-  
Today marked a milestone for outgoing Mayor Emanuel. He saw his support for Lincoln Yards 
get council approval and it was his last council meeting of his term as Mayor of Chicago. He 
spoke about the gun violence he has seen in the city, what the Lincoln Yards and other 
development will do for the city and his future. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:41  
 
THURSDAY, APRIL 11, 2019  
NBC 5 INVESTIGATES- CRIME- KIM FOXX/TROOPER- 6PM PKG-  
Inquiries have been made to the Cook County States' attorney's office as to why the man who 
killed a state trooper was out of jail. Dan Davies was out on bond after driving the wrong way, 
when he hit and killed a state trooper. Now investigations show Davies had 6 DUI’s and should 
not have been out on bond. Several letters have been sent after the accident, but with no 
response. Phil Rogers Runs 2:39  
 
 
 
GOVERNMENT-- SMOLLETT- LAWSUIT- CHICAGO- 10PMPKG  
The City of Chicago has filed a lawsuit against Jussie Smollett for the overtime incurred while 
investigating his case. They say Smollett made up the story and he should be responsible for 
paying 130-thousand dollars., which they say is the cost of the investigation.  But Smollett's 
attorneys say it he didn't make it up. Natalie Martinez-  Runs – 1:14  
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GOVERNMENT- LIGHTFOOT SENATE SPRINGFIELD-5PM  PKG  
Mayor- Elect Lori Lightfoot spoke to the Illinois Senate, giving her vision of how Chicago will 
work with lawmakers.  She’s not a regular at the State Capitol, but she wanted lawmakers to 
hear from her directly. This is day two in Sprinfield, with lots of handshakes and good will on 
both sides of the aisle.  Mary Ann Ahern Runs – 2:06 
 
 
 
FRIDAY, APRIL 12, 2019  
TRUCKER SLOW ROLL- 11AM VOSOT   
A planned “slow roll” by truckers on the Tollway caused backups Friday morning. Dozens of 
truckers travel to Chicago hope to bring attention to regulations to their industry. State police 
warned the truckers that going slow on the highway also cause traffic accidents. Kye Martin – 
Runs 1:30  
 
LAKEVIEW DOG PARK- CHICAGO- 5PM VOSOT – A group of residents are calling for a new dog 
park in a field near the lake front. They want the field converted into a fenced in dog park by 
the summer of 2020, saying there’s a boom in dogs in the neighborhood and they need a place 
to play. They’ve collected more than 600 signatures and met with the Chicago Park Board. 
Michelle Relerford- Runs :40  
 
ENTERTAINMENT- STAR WARS FAN FEST-MCCORMICK PLACE- 4PM PKG 
Star Wars fans from across the globe landed in Chicago for the weekend’s Star Wars festival at 
McCormick Place. Ash Har Quraishi- Runs 1:53  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE – SHEDD VOLUNTEERS- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- It’s National Volunteer 
week, a designation that began in the 1970’s which celebrates volunteerism. Over 800 people 
volunteer at the shed, so the museum goes out of its way to honor the work they do. Today a 
volunteer diver at the Shedd  explained what he does, how it helps the animals and adds to the 
exhibits. Lee Ann Trotter-Runs 1:49  
 
CRIME- SMOLLETT –CHICAGO -  10PM PKG – Today the Cook County State’s Attorney, Kim Foxx 
announced  the county’s Inspector General will review the decisions that led to the dropping of 
all charges against actor Jussie Smollett. This comes as Foxx continues to defend herself against 
criticism on the way she and the office handled the case. Smollet has continued to insist he was 
innocent of the charges. Natalie Martinez- Runs 1:45  
 
 
MONDAY, APRIL 15, 2019  
 HEALTH- BOY STEM CELL DONOR – CHICAGO  6PM PKG – A six year old Mexican Boy living 
in  Humboldt Park needs a donor . Alfredo Diaz urgently needs a stem cell donor to cure him 
from a life threatening blood disorder. His mother says he can’t have a normal life without it. 
Anayeli Ruiz- Runs 1:42  
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 ACCIDENT- NOTRE DAME CATHEDRAL FIRE/LOCAL TOURISTS- PARIS/CHICAGO-  10-PM PKG- 
A massive fire engulfs the famed Paris Notre Dame Cathedral. Several people from Chicago 
were in Paris Monday night when the cathedral caught fire.  Trina Orlando Runs- 2:44 
 VETERANS- WAYNE ADAMS WAY- DOLTON- 5PM PKG – Dolton Mayor renames Parkside Drive 
as Wayne Adams Way , in honor of the World War II veteran on his 100th Birthday . The 
longtime Dolton resident was honored with his family with his own street sign. Kate Chappell – 
Runs 2:26  
 IMMIGRATION/ DURBIN- CHICAGO – 4PM PKG-  Senator Dick Durbin says Chicago will remain 
a Sanctuary city, despite recent threats by President Tump to ship migrants to these cities. 
Democrats are angry at President Trump's latest tweet, and call the President's idea of 
"catering migrants across the U.S .reprehensible. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:01 
 TUESDAY, APRIL 16, 2019 
HEALTH- HOSPITAL CLOSING- MELROSE PARK- 5PMPKG- A judge has ruled that the owners of 
the Westlake Hospital must keep its doors open and stop cutting staff as part of a temporary 
restraining order. The judge ruled that the hospital was in contempt of court  by turning 
patients away and ordered if the hospital did not reopen by Thursday at 9am . they would be in 
violation and fined 20,000 dollars a day. The Village of Melrose Park had gone to court after 
they found out the hospital started to slow down operations and turning patients away. Ash 
Har Quraishi- Runs 2:32  
  
SPORTS- COACH MOSER STAYING- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- Loyola Basketball coach  Porter Moser 
has decided to stay head coach for the team after meeting with St. John's University. Moser 
took Loyola to the Final Four two years ago, but lost in the first round of the NIT this year. Chris 
Hush- Runs 1:50  
  
RELIGEON- CHURCH FIRES AND REBIRTH- CHICAGO- PKG- After news about the Notre Dame 
Cathedral fire came out ,   local pastor reflects on the difficulty in rebuilding a church. The 
pastor from the Shrine of Christ the King says It's not just an enormous task , but takes millions 
of dollars, and a huge effort to reunite the community.   Christian Farr- Runs 2:28 
  
NBC RESPONDS- GOVERNMENT- UNFAIR BOOTING PRACTICES- WILMETTE- 6PKG- Last 
summer, residents in Wilmette were unfairly booted by tow trucks. Now they are doing 
something about it. They North Shore drivers were able to get cash back after complaints were 
made. But also a change was made. The owner of the towing company that booted customers 
and charged them 130 dollars a pop, did not have a license to do soon the tony community of 
Wilmette Lisa Parker - Runs 2:36 
 WEDNESDAY APRIL 17, 2019  
CONSUMER- TOOL LIBRARY- CHICAGO- 4PMPKG  
The Chicago Library is partnering with hardware companies and hoping for donations from 
people as they  prepare to open a tool library. the concept its anyone with a library card 
can  borrow tools. This may be the first program in the country like this. Lisa Chavarria - Runs 
1:18 
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DOUBLE GRAVE- WOODSTOCK- 5PM PKG A family is in shock and mourning when they found 
out their son, Aaron  Sutherland  who died in a car accident will have his grave moved. The 
cemetery- Mchenry County Memorial Park Cemetery sent a letter to the family they 
accidentally double sold the gravesite and that their son's remains would have to be moved. 
Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:57  
  
NBC INVESTIGATES- CRIME-WRONG WAY DRIVER/FATAL CRASH- COOK COUNTY- 6PM PKG- A 
new investigation shows that Dan Davies  , a paraplegic who died after striking a State police 
cruiser and killing State Trooper Gerald Ellis  had a lengthy record on DUI arrests, and yet was 
able to get out on bond. Repeated attempts to get a response from the 
Cook County State's attorney have been unanswered. Phil Rogers-Runs 2:58  
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- NICU BABIES/HOLIDAYS - CHICAGO - 6PM PKG- Lurie’s Children's 
hospital are making a colorful Easter holiday for babies and parents in the neonatal unit. The 
babies were given bright hats and blankets and decorations to make the holidays a little 
happier for families. One patient's mother says it's a wonderful outreach, especially for those in 
the hospital with serious health issues. Sabrina Santucci-Runs 1:35  
 THURSDAY,  APRIL 18, 2019  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- HEALTH- SMILES FOR TOMORROW- CHICAGO - 5PM PKG 
 A local dentist and two dentist hygienists from the Englewood area are giving back to their 
community by coming to local day care center once a month to check the children's dental 
health. It’s a volunteer program that not only helps the children, but gives them confidence, 
good health and a positive role models. Sabrina Santucci-Runs 1:51  
  
CRIME-MISSING CHILD-CRYSTAL LAKE-5PM/6PM PKG-A 5-year-old boy, Andrew Freund has 
gone missing and now the FBI has joined local authorities in the investigation. The parents say 
the child had been put to bed around 9pm last night, and this morning, the boy was gone. Local 
k-9 units, and law enforcement are checking the home, and a nearby park where there is a 
wooded area. Sky 5 showed a large force of police cars in the area , where they have asked for 
lights to search the area. Regina Waldrop-Runs – 4:13 
 
  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES= MUELLER REPORT- 5PM PKG- For the first time in nearly 3 years, the 
public is able to read most of the Mueller report, which did not rule out obstruction against 
President Trump, but did say it would be up to the Congress to decide. Before the report was 
released to the public,  Attorney General  William Barr held a news conference saying the 
report stated there was no collusion and no obstruction of justice. Democrats later claimed Barr 
was incorrect and protecting the president. The report also sheds light on Illinois and how the 
election board was hacked. Phil Rogers- Runs  2:07 
 
GOVERNMENT- MUELLER REPORT LOCAL POLITICAL REACTION- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG 
Today Democrats in Chicago reacted to the release of the Mueller report and William Barr's 
news conference. Democrats are already talking about bringing Mueller in for questioning, 
saying Barr's view is not credible. Charlie Wojciechowski-Runs 2:14  
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 FRIDAY, APRIL 19, 2019  
CRIME- MISSING CHILD - CRYSTAL LAKE- 10PM/4 PM PKG- New information about the 
investigation of a missing 5 year old child is coming out in small amounts. Today the mother 
hired an attorney and made an appearance with him at a last minute news conference outside 
their home. The mother and father both want their child back and are asking for anyone with 
information to help. The Department of children and Family Services confirm they have had 
past contact with the family, including one case where they took Andrew and his sibling away 
from the family for neglect charges. Police continue to search the house today, bringing boxes 
inside the home. The parents say Andrew has been missing since Thursday morning, when they 
went to wake him up and he was gone. Regina Waldrop/Ash-Har Quraishi- runs 4:18  
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE COMPOST BUSINESS- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG- A high school volunteer 
hoping to save the earth has blossomed into a full time compost business. Liam Donnelly would 
go to local restaurants , gather their garbage and use for composting. The  idea soon grew from 
a few businesses to a dozen to a bigger business called Waste not.  He now is in college, has 5 
full time workers, his own electric truck and returns the compost which has become fertilizer 
back to the businesses .  Anayeli Ruiz- Runs 1:45  
  
RELIGION- STATIONS OF THE CROSS- 5PM PKG - On this Good Friday, more than a dozen 
communities presented their stations of the cross re-enactment of Jesus , who according to the 
bible was forced to carry a cross on his back before being forced onto it to die. The resurrection 
of Jesus was a few days later, according to the bible.. Some observers in the Pilsen area have 
been watching the presentation each year for decades. LeeAnn Trotter - Runs 1:53  
  
  
MONDAY, APRIL 22, 2019  
DELPHI HOMICIDES- NEW LEADS- DELPHI INDIANA-  4PM PKG -  
Police have taken a new direction, releasing a sketch and new audio  believing the suspect that 
killed two Delphi girls could be hiding in plain sight. The police chief says the suspect may be 
someone who lives in their own town. Marion Brooks -Runs 3:59  
 
ENVIRONMENT- EARTH DAY KIDS- CHICAGO- 430PM PKG-  
Chicago children celebrated Earth day  by ditching the classroom and going out into  Chicago 
parks.  They learned valuable lessons including pollution and global warming. Agassi Elementary 
kids are spending the entire week going outside of school and doing projects. Lee Ann Trotter 
1:54  
 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- LATINO CHEF- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- A Chef at the new Logan Square 
restaurant Mi Tocaya Antojeria has been chosen as a finalist for the James Beard award. Diana 
Davila  says she's loved cooking ever since she was young, loves to see how different chefs run 
restaurants, and is proud of being named a finalist. Anayeli Ruiz- Runs 1:38  
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ENVIRONMENT- O'HARE LEED AWARD- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- Chicago has become the first 
airport  in the country to get a gold LEED award for an airport. Today, they gave the  media a 
tour of the tower and the showed how their glass sides as well as the first floor where a GEO-
thermal plant optimizes the tower's entry. And  green roof will  help save energy. It also has 
become the example for many other airports around the world, according to Mayor Emanuel. 
Charlie Wojciechowski-Runs 2:09  
 
 
 TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 2019  
  
POLITICS-PRITZKER 100 DAYS- 5PM PKG-Governor Pritzker sits down for a one on one 
interview, reviewing what he's accomplished in his first 100 days. The list includes, raising the 
minimum wage, looking at major changes in the state criminal reform system, and the fair tax 
referendum. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:35 
 
CRIME- SMOLLETT LAWSUIT/OSUNDARIO BROTHERS- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- The two 
brothers, Abel and Ola  Osundario have filed a lawsuit against Jesse Smollett and his attorneys 
for defamation. They say they have been unable to find a job and their reputations have been 
besmirched because Smollett and his attorneys blame them for the charges filed against the 
actor. Smollett's attorney calls the latest lawsuit comical. Lexi Sutter/Natalie Martinez -
Runs 2:01  
 
  
  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE-READY REHAB-CHICAGO-5PMPKG-One local company is helping 
workers get back on their feet and it's made a difference in one man's life. Charles Ferguson * 
used to deal drugs and  involved with gun violence ,  but realized that life was going downhill. 
Thanks to a 2 year program that helps people and works against gun violence  called Readi 
Program , Charles has  been able to get on the straight and narrow and he thanks God, his child 
and this program for changing his life. Anayeli Ruiz- Runs 1:45 
 
  
CRIME- MISSING 5 YEAR OLD- CRYSTAL LAKE – 10PM PKG- New documents released today by 
the Crystal Lake Police Department outlines past visits they have had to the home of the 
missing 5 year old. Crystal Lake Police say they have had calls the last 5 years in which they’ve 
discovered a filthy home, uncooperative parents. The mother has also been hospitalized with 
bruises on her body, but said it was from the dog. The family will be in court next Monday in 
hopes of getting their other son back from DCFS custody. Parker was taken from the house 
after the parents  reported Thursday that their 5 year old   Andrew was missing. Police searched 
nearby woods and ponds this afternoon.  Trina Orlando- Runs 2:17  
  
 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 24,  2019  

https://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/jussie-smollett-update-osundairo-brothers-file-federal-lawsuit-508946321.html
https://www.nbcchicago.com/news/local/jussie-smollett-update-osundairo-brothers-file-federal-lawsuit-508946321.html
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CRIME- AJ'S BODY FOUND- CRYSTAL LAKE- 10PM PKG- Community holds a large vigil tonight as 
news was released that the body of 5- year old missing boy, Andrew AJ Fruend was believed to 
be  found wrapped in plastic in a shallow grave in Woodstock . Friends and strangers and family 
members grieved for the young boy. Meantime the two parents were charged with the murder 
of their son and a hearing is set for tomorrow morning. Also an  autopsy is scheduled for 
tomorrow to positively identify and find cause of death. This discovery comes one week before 
the parents say they last saw their son. There are also many questions as to how the 
Department of Children and Family Services handled the case from the beginning. One former 
lawmaker says DCFS failed the state.  Natalie Martinez/ Dick Johnson / Patrick Fazio- Runs 6:04  
  
HEALTH - SARCODOSIS- CHICAGO- 430PM PKG -It's a rare inflammatory  disease that does not 
have a cure. It's when cells go into overdrive and cause clumps. One woman, Leslie 
Barry  suffered from it starting from 2017 .  One doctor says there have not been any major 
advances because of lack of research funding. The foundation is putting out an awareness 
campaign. This was the disease that Bernie Mac died. Lauren Petty- Runs 2:37      
  
ENTERTAINMENT/HEALTH- PIANO PRODIGY -   CHICAGO- 4PM PKG- DR. Charles Joseph Smith, 
an accomplished piano  
Meet piano prodigy with autism who's written more than 600 compositions. He talks about 
how his family tried to make him "normal". He calls himself a child servant, and now at 48 he's 
performed all over the world. He's also started a foundation to help others with Autism. Regina 
Waldroup- Runs 2:08  
 
 THURSDAY, APRIL 25, 2019  
CRIME- FRUEND'S PARENTS-COURT  CRYSTAL LAKE/WOODSTOCK- 4PM PKG-  
The parents of 5-year old Andrew Fruend Jr were given 5 million dollar bond this morning for 
the death of his their son. New information was released today by the McHenry 
County  authorities that showed the young boy had trauma to his head and that the parents 
forced him to stand under a cold shower for a while as punishment. Neighbors showed up both 
at the bond hearing today to witness the parents, and also went to the home where the 
makeshift memorial continues to grow. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:38  
 
ACCIDENT- AMMONIA LEAK- BEACH PARK- 6AM/ 6pm PKG   
The NTSB will be investigating an ammonia leak accident which sent dozens to the hospital this 
morning. A tractor carrying the toxic ammonia was driving on a main road around 430 when it 
was involved in an accident. More than 3 dozen people were hospitalized, 7 of the victims 
suffered critical injuries to the toxic  chemical. Mike Lorber/ Trina Orlando  runs  8:02 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- HEALTH- WINFIELD- 6PM PKG- A group of superheroes scaled the side 
of the Central DuPage Medical Center in the far western suburbs to entertain and motivate the 
children and their families today . For the Superheroes, it's about being reminded how strong 
the young patients are, and for the patients and their families, it's about taking their mind off 
their health, just for a little while. Christian Farr- Runs 1:50  
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LABOR- CSO STRIKE- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG-- Mayor Rahm Emanuel has gotten involved in the 7 
week Chicago Symphony  Orchestra strike. Tomorrow , he is bringing both sides to the table at 
city hall to see if they can come to some type of compromise. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:46  
 
FRIDAY, APRIL 26, 2019  
POLITICS- ATTORNEY GENERAL INSPECTOR- SPRINGFIELD/CHICAGO- 6PM PKG- The Illinois 
Inspector General for the Illinois General Assembly says there are more sexual harassment 
cases that are ready to come out of her investigation. But Julie Porter says the system is broken 
because the lawmakers who are part of the system are the ones that decide on whether or not 
to continue and to prosecute the suspects. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:42  
 
NBC INVESTIGATES - CRIME - DCFS/ CHILD DEATHS- CHICAGO -PKG The head of the 
Department of Children and Family Services was peppered with inquires as to why children are 
dying after DCFS had visited several homes to check on their welfare.  The latest death in 
Crystal lake coincides with this weekend's tragic death of Semaj Crosby in Joliet. In both cases, 
DCFS admits they missed red flags. The head of DCFS says two of the investigators have been 
taken off the streets and that there are not enough social workers to cover all the complaints 
about child safety. Katie Kim - Runs 3:28 
 
ENTERTAINMENT- HAMILTON EXHIBIT OPENS- 430PM PKG- A new exhibit about Alexander 
Hamilton and the musical opens up to the public at Northerly Island this weekend. In 
tonight's  review opening, Creator Lin Manuel Miranda will greet the visitors  to promote the 
exhibit. Plans are for the exhibit to travel to other cities as well. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 1:35  
 
SAFETY- DISTRACTED DRIVING WEEK- KANE COUNTY-4:30PM PKG- Kane County 
Sheriff   Department allowed us to join them on a crackdown on distracted drivers. While one 
car was being pulled over for a traffic stop, another car zoomed through the area, a violation of 
the state's Scott's Law. Police also found many drivers on their cell phones while driving. The 
sheriff's department says one out of every four car accidents stems from cell phone use while 
driving.. Lexi Sutter- Runs 1:58  
 
MONDAY APRIL 29, 2019  
LAW ENFORCEMENT – HERO OFFICERS- AURORA- 5PM/10PM PKG  
Aurora  Officers were honored today for bravery in Henry Pratt shooting. Today’s ceremony 
comes on the same day that information about the suspect was released, showing he was going 
to be written up for safety glasses violation. He told a co-worker if he was fired, he would shoot 
others . The officers were honored for rising above and beyond the call of duty. Regina 
Waldroup-  Phil Rogers- Runs 4:38 
 
EDUCATION- TRIPLETTS NEAR PERFECT ACT SCORE- LEMONT- 4PMPKG -  
3 west suburban sisters , all triplets received a near -perfect score on their ACT exams. Two of 
the three received a 36, one received a 35. LeeAnn Trotter Runs 1:30  
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TRANSPORTATION/ BUSINESS BOEING  LAWSUIT/SHARHOLDERS MEETING- CHICAGO- 5PM 
PKG   
Today, while the CEO of Boeing led today’s annual shareholders meeting, a few blocks away, 
two Canadian families gathered for a news conference announcing a lawsuit against the giant 
airline maker. The lawsuit claims Boeing, the FAA and *** were negligent and responsible for 
the Ethiopian airline crash that killed their family members. At the shareholders meeting, 
Boeing CEO defended the company’s safety record, held a moment of silence for the crash 
victims and announced the company has nearly finished an update to make their planes safer. 
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:35  
 
MAKING A DIFFERNCE- STUFF THE DUFFEL- CRYSTAL LAKE- 10PM PKG  
Steve Yost and daughter felt they had to do something for foster kids after learning about the 
death of Andrew Fruend Jr. So they started stuff the duffel, which gives foster kids supplies and 
toys , makeup etc that will be donated to Illinois Foster agencies for kids.  The organizer said 
'There’s so many AJs out there' and Crystal Lake volunteers  are helping to 'Stuff the Duffel' for 
foster kids in the name of Andrew Freund . Natalie Martinez- Runs  1:31  
 
RELIGEON/CRIME- SYNAGAGUE SHOOTING SUPPORT- SKOKOE – 10PM PKG  
Hundreds gather in Skokie to support Poway Chabad victims. This comes two days after a man 
went to a synagogue outside of San Diego, and shot 4 people, with an  AK-47. Tonight’s 
gathering in Skokie called for strong opposition to yet another episode of hate. Dick Johnson- 
Runs 2:11  
 
TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 2019  
 
NBC INVESTIGATES: HEALTH AND NUTRITION- FOOD EXPIRATION DATES- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG  
Confused about food expiration dates? You're not alone. It turns out those dates stamped 
on  the package are almost never from the government . So what do they mean? They are 
suggestions as to when you should eat the food when it’s the very best. ,according to Food Law 
and Policy Clinic. And without knowing that, people are throwing out a lot of food. One store 
did an inventory of food in their stores and found a whopping 47 different food label 
scenarios.  Phil Rogers- Runs 3:09       
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT- SUMMER VIOLENCE- CHICAGO - 5PM PKG  
Today the Superintendent is making 18  changes to his command staff as he prepares Chicago 
Police department for another summer in Chicago. The last few years have seen an increase in 
violence over the summer months, so Chicago Police are making changes to fight the violence 
and chaos. Meantime, Mayor- Elect Lori Lightfoot held another meeting with city department 
heads to discuss the violence issue and how everyone from transportation to education can 
help. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:21  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- THERAPY DOGS- MAYWOOD – 5PM  PKG 
A group of therapy dogs , anywhere from 85 pounds to 10 pounds help soothe and calm 
children who are in the hospital. Doctors say they see an amazing change in kids when they are 
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able to pet the dogs , who sit quietly with them. One mother says she’s grateful they bring in 
the dogs, while the dog owners who volunteer their time say it’s a win – win for everyone. 
Lauren Petty – Runs 2:00  
 
EDUCATION- HIGH SCHOOL  WALKOUT- FLOSSMOOR-4:30PM PKG- Today dozens of kids 
walked out of school to protest the students and the administration’s reaction to the kids 
wearing blackface. The handful of students that wore blackface off school grounds and in a 
vehicle  were discovered when someone posted it on social media. Now parents and students 
are asking the suspected students to be expelled and the administration to step down. 
Tomorrow , the administration plans to discuss the issue with students during their English 
class. Chris Hush 2:12  
 
EDUCATION- PERFECT  SCORE/SPANISH- CHICAGO-6PM  PKG – Arturo Ballesteros is one of 100 
students worldwide to  earned a perfect score  on the ACT  Spanish and Culture test. He’s the 
top student in his class and involved in many extra- curricular activities.  He is the first child in 
his family to go to college and speaks about how his parents taught him to love learning. He 
hopes to work in education  and help others. Anayeli Ruiz- Runs 1:25  
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1, 2019  
WEATHER FLOODING - DUPAGE COUNTIES - 10PM PKG/6PM PKG Heavy rain has caused flood 
conditions in the Western Suburbs. At the Naperville Riverwalk , tape blocked entrances 
as rapid water moves down the DuPage River. Meantime in Lisle, homeowners are trying to 
pump out sewage from overflowed drains and basements. Some have experienced this before 
. . The city has same sandbags available overnight as more rain threatens the area. Natalie 
Martinez./ Christian Farr-  Runs 3:01   
WEATHER- FLOODING- COOK COUNTY- 5pm PKG -Thanks to the city's investment in water 
management in the Albany Park neighborhood, flooding was kept to a minimal . This is 
good news for those who've lived here for years and had come to expect flooding whenever 
heavy rain came down .The Mayor also chimed in  on the lack of flooding, crediting the 
infrastructure that has been built in the area. Regina  Runs 2:12 
TERRORISM- DAOUD PLEA - CHICAGO- 5PM PKG-The case that made national headlines is 
finally over. Adel Daoud  admitted the evidence against him would result in a guilty plea. Daoud 
had threatened to blow up a former Loop bar , and pressed a detonator to a fake bomb and 
undercover FBI agent provided him. Prosecutors are asking for a sentence f40 years and a 
lifetime supervision. A decision is expected Monday.- Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs  2:31  
POLITICS- MAYOR FAREWELL TOUR- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG- Today , Mayor Emanuel gave his 
final speech at the City Club of Chicago, touting the city's education progress for all students, 
and  its tourism growth. The Mayor- Elect Lori Lightfoot will be inaugurated in three 
weeks. Mary Ann Ahern 2:04  
THURSDAY, MAY 2, 2019 
WEATHER- FLOODING- ELMHURST/WHEATON-11AM PKG/10PM PKG- The overnight and 
daylong rain has caused more flooding in the Western Suburbs. In DuPage County, the Elmhurst 
Water Management is working overtime to make sure they send the extra water from the 
homes and streets to the  Lake Michigan tunnels. Kye Martin- Natalie Martinez 3:21   
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WEATHER -FLOODING- UTICA – 6PM VOSOT – The far western town of Utica is experiencing 
heavy flooding from the rains this week. Officials had to rescue some folks stuck in their homes 
by boat. They are keeping an eye on the Illinois river in hopes it crests by tomorrow. Ash Har 
Quarashi- Runs  1:45  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- SPORTS/EDUCATION- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG- Today the members of the 
WNBA team the Sky, took part in a luncheon for CPS students involved with stem. The players 
were there to support the female students and show them they could do anything they put 
their minds to, but what they found, is the students became the motivators for the team. Mike 
Berman - Runs 1:42 
CRIME- AJ HOME- CRYSTAL LAKE- 5PM PKG- New pictures and information from the Crystal 
Lake Police and other officials show 5 year old Andrew Fruend Jr, lived in squalor conditions and 
was abused by his parents . The investigation by the police say the mother had forced the child 
to sit under cold water for 20 minutes. The child died and the husband placed the body in a tub 
in the basement, went to the store and bought plastic gloves and bleach. He then took the body 
to a wooded area in Woodstock and buried him in a shallow grave. Charlie Wojciechowski- 
Runs 2:07 
FRIDAY MAY  3, 2019  
CRIME - FRUEND VISITATION - CRYSTAL LAKE- 4PM/10pm Visitation  services took place today 
for 5 year old Andrew Fruend Jr , who was killed and found dumped in a Woodstock field. Her 
father was given a special defender today, and both parents are expected in court next 
week. Hundreds stood in line to pay honor to the little boy killed by his parents. Ash Har 
Quraishi and Regina Waldroup- Runs 3:49  
TRANSPORTATION- CTA GREEN LINE - 4PM PKG- A groundbreaking ceremony for Chicago 
Transit Authority’s Green Line  station took place today . .The construction will include a new 
bridge, and easy train access to nearby United Center. The last time the area had a new station 
was in the 1940’s   Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 1:31 
ENTERTAINMENT- NOTORIOUS RBG IN SONG- CHICAGO- 4:30PM PKG – The supreme court 
justice, Ruth Bader Ginsberg, also known in pop culture as the Notorious RBG  is the focus of a 
new musical. It celebrates Ginsberg’s life in song and dance. The creator and performer, Patrice 
Michaels says she really wanted people to know  how she became who she is now. Sabrina 
Santucci- Runs 1:46  
 
MONDAY, MAY 6, 2019  
 
TERRORISM- DAOUD SENTENCED- CHICAGO – 5PM PKG-  
Judge sentences Adel Daoud to 16 years in prison in Chicago terrorism case. Prosecutors, who 
asked for 40 years,  say they are disappointed in the sentence, but glad he will have to have 
supervised oversight after he is released. Daoud had pushed a button of what he thought was a 
detonator, not knowing it was supplied by the FBI as  a fake detonator . 
Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs -2:32     
CONSUMER- ROBOCALLS- CHICAGO- 4:30PM PKG- U.S  Senator Dick Durbin says he’s working 
with the Attorney General of Illinois , to introduce stronger harsher penalties to operators of 
robocalls. Durbin wants a 500 hundred dollar fine for the first abuse . The average person with 
a phone gets 10 robocalls a day.  Kate Chappell- Runs 2:30  
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ENTERTAINMENT/NUTRITION- JAMES BEARD AWARDS -  CHICAGO-4PM PKG   
It was the red carpet for some of the top chefs in the country, gathering for this year’s James 
Beard’s awards. The event is often called the Oscars for the food industry, and tonight they will 
get their due after serving others most of their days. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 2:02  
 
NBC 5 INVIESTIGATES- SECRETS OF THE TRADE- WAITSTAFF- CHICAGO- Chris Coffey- 10pm -  
A restaurant’s success is tied to its waitstaff. But tonight, staff from some of the best in 
Chicago’s culinary scene talk about trade secrets that make their restaurants the best. The 
number one demand from customers- that the waitstaff is happy  or positive. Making sure that 
if a customer is in a rush, they get their food quickly. What’s the worst thing a customer to 
could to the waitstaff? Snap their fingers or yell across the room , they say. And when it comes 
to tip- 20 percent is the average, and if you have a good experience, more than 20 percent. 
Chris Coffey- Runs  3:17  
 
 
 
TUESDAY, MAY 7, 2019  
 LABOR/TRANSPORTATION- RIDESHARE STRIKE PREVIEW- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- Chicago 
Uber, Lyft drivers to join in national strike Wednesday.  We caught up with some drivers at 
O’Hare Airport about the strike, and commuters on what it means for them. The strike 
coincides with Uber going public on the stock exchange this week, expecting to bring in 8- 
million dollars . Trina Orlando - Runs 1:58  
SAFETY- BABY ON DUMPSTER  - CHICAGO—10PM PKG-A newborn was found on  a dumpster 
on the city’s westside this morning. The paramedics at the firehouse  who helped save him talk 
about their experience and hope the mother turns up. Patrick Fazio- runs 2:18 
NBC5 INVESTIGATES-TRANSPORTATION-  SECRET OF THE TRADE- METRA 
CONDUCTORS  ILLINOIS SUBURBS- 10PM PKG-Ever wonder what conductors really see and 
experience on the Metra trains? Today a few share their experiences , some funny , some not , 
along with tips they wish commuters would adhere to. They are engineer, flight attendant, 
safety officer rolled into one and the average salary for a conductor, 100-thousand dollars a 
year. Phil Rogers- Runs 3:18  
CRIME- EX COP BEATING CHARGES- CHICAGO- 6pmPKG-The  Chicago police department 
charged a former police officer with beating two men outside a gay bar last year. Today , one of 
the victims, John Sherwood talks about how he had his leg broken a minute after walking out of 
the club. He says the  charges are a long time coming , and how they are planning to pursue civil 
charges as well. Erik Elkins  and Giovanni Rodriquez are accused of  beating the victims last 
September The men say they hope these charges will change CPD’S code of silence. Ash Har 
Quraishi Runs 1:48  
 GOVERNMENT-DCFS -ILLINOIS- 6pm PKG- A new audit on the Department of Children and 
Family services show the  Department had high caseloads,  too many calls to voicemail and a 
lack of documentation . This information looks at cases before  AJ Fruend , a Crystal Lake 
toddler died , and it was discovered that DCFS had the family in past investigations. 
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Unanswered calls to the department, heavy caseloads all played a part in the lack of 
investigation for the toddler. Katie Kim – Runs 3:28   http://nbcchi.com/sB2SyLA 
 POLITICS- LIGHTFOOT WHITE HOUSE VISIT- 5PM/ 10pm - Mayor Elect Lori Lightfoot visited the 
White House today, but did not meet with the President. She instead met with Ivanka Trump. 
Lightfoot will have her inauguration in two weeks, and will be in DC the next two days to meet 
with lawmakers, and promoting Illinois. MARY ANN AHERN 1:38  
 
WEDNESDAY , MAY 8. 2019  
 NBC5 INVESTIGATES- SECRETS OF THE TRADE- NURSING- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG  - Seven 
Chicago area nurses tell all and share secrets on what they see on the job every day and what 
could drive them to the picket line. Katie Kim -Runs 3:16 
CRIME- CHICAGO COP - INAPPROPRIATE TOUCHING- CHICAGO – 10PM PKG- Three women 
have come forward pointing at a Chicago police officer for inappropriately touching tthem. 47- 
year old Cory Deanes  has been charged for  touching three woman while on duty without their 
consent in the past two years. He pulled over one woman in  2017, commented on her 
physique, asked for her phone number and he touched her buttocks. He also may face more 
charges. Natalie Martinez- runs  2:20 
POLITICS- LIGHTFOOT- DC- 5PM  PKG- Today Mayor- Elect Lori Lightfoot was on Day2 of her 
Washington D.C. tour, meeting with lawmakers. One of the lawmakers was very critical of her 
during the campaign, but did not meet. Today she pushed for federal dollars for infrastructure 
projects. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2;25  
 
THURSDAY, MAY 9, 2019  
NBC 5 INVESTIGATES- LABOR/ENTERTAINMENT- SECRETS OF THE TRADE/BARTENDERS- 
CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  
In the ongoing series Secrets of the trade, we hear directly from top Chicago bartenders on First 
dates, how to tip, what to order. There are over 10,000 certified bartenders in the state.They 
share one of their most hated drinks to make- the Long Island Ice Tea.  One of the biggest 
complaints they all share, don't snap your fingers or yell across the restaurant to ask for the 
check or try and get their attention. Also one bartender says if you are at the bar, you should 
pay your tip after every order. Lisa Parker- Runs 4:10  
  
 
CRIME - TEEN SHOOTING- KENOSHA- 10PM PKG  
Kenosha police have  sent out an alert and are on a manhunt of a Kenosha teen who is accused 
of shooting and killing his ex- girlfriend,, A 16 year old girl and shooting her 39 year old  mom. 
Police say  the teen shot the two in their home and then fled. The motive behind the killing has 
not been released. Patrick Fazio- Runs 2:07 
 POLITICS- GOVERNMENT- CHICAGO/DC - 6PM PKG  
After a two day trip to Washington DC which included a meeting with Ivanka Trump, Illinois 
delegation and a fundraiser, Mayor elect Lori Lightfoot is on her way back to Chicago and she 
has a big agenda facing her.  
She says she's looking forward to announcing her summer violence plan soon after she takes 
office.  

http://nbcchi.com/sB2SyLA
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She will be meeting with Aldermen tomorrow, and has already met with the new Aldermen, 
Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 1:38 
 
FRIDAY MAY 10, 2019 
ECONOMY/CRIME- FLASH MOB ALERT- NORTH RIVERSIDE- 10PMPKG Berwyn Police have 
warned shoppers that there will be extra security at the North Riverside Mall, after learning 
teenagers were planning on engaging in a flash mob Saturday at the mall. The mall said they 
will enforce the teen escort policy, forcing teens to be escorted with an adult from 2pm until 
closing .Some shoppers welcome the extra security. Ash- Har Quraishi-Runs 2:06  
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT- CONTROVERSIAL FUNDRAISER- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG A group of cops 
and families gathered at the FOP Friday night to raise funds for police officer Rialmo. He was 
the officer who killed an innocent bystander, Betty Jones while shooting a man in an altercation 
at his parent's home. Rialto is currently in a non- paid status as his case goes to court, so a 
group gathered at the local FOP headquarters to raise funds for his legal bills. Part of the 
fundraiser involved a gun raffle.   That brought local activists out, saying they should be more 
sensitive to bringing more violence to their neighborhood by encouraging gun purchases. FOP 
says the fundraiser was not sanctioned by them. Patrick Fazio-Runs 2:07 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- ECONOMY- ILLINOIS - 4PM  PKG- A grandmother, mom and daughter 
are conquering the food world, one cupcake at a time. The family teams up to build this 
incredible bakery, making this a sweet mother's day story. Sabrina Santucci- Runs 1:44 
 
CHARITY- WOMEN BUILDING HOMES- AURORA - 6PMPKG - A single mom who was homeless 
at one point is getting a new home built, thanks to Habitat for Humanity. But this isn't just any 
home being built..This home is being erected entirely by women.  The home will be ready by 
2020. Anayeli Ruiz- Runs 1:49  
MONDAY , MAY 13. 2019  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- WEATHER/EDUCATION- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG  
A new investigation looks at how well Illinois schools are equipped to handle tornadoes. Nine 
out of ten Chicago-area public schools do not have a tornado certified  heaters in their 
buildings. And Chicago Public Schools buildings do not have any. Phil Rogers- Runs 3:29 
 
CRIME/POLITICS- MAYOR RESIGNS- SANDWICH ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG 
Tonight, the Village council announced the Mayor has resigned and apologized after being 
caught up in a prostitution sting. Mayor Rick Olsen resigned three days after being charged with 
soliciting a prostitute. Residents in the small western town were shocked, disappointed but still 
supported him as a Mayor. Dick Johnson- Runs 1:55 
 
RELIGEON- 90-YEAR-OLD CHURCH- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG 
The First Church of Deliverance is celebrating 90 years of giving back to the community. The 
southside church was remodeled  by an African American architect in the 1930's. The building is 
a huge resource for the community but it;s the people that bring its staying power. Lee Ann 
Trotter- Runs 2:07 
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ENVIRONMENT- RIVERWALK WEEK- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG- This week kicks off the celebration of 
the Riverwalk, with free tours, and fireworks. Seven new eateries are opening on the Chicago 
Riverwalk, a testament that people   are and will come. The celebration continues all week. Ash- 
Har Quraishi- Runs 2:33 
 
TUESDAY MAY 14. 2019  
CRIME- MISSING WOMAN – CHICAGO -10PM PKG A missing teenager, Marlen Ochoa,  is 
pregnant and neighbors say last month they  saw someone who could be her at a southside 
home, and that a baby came out of the the home. Police are questioning four people at this 
time. Patrick Fazio- Runs 2:06  
ANIMALS- DOG ATTACK- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG - A Judge for animal control cases says she 
is  'unapologetically' after  bashing  a  German Shepard. Ginger Mance hit the dog  on head with 
golf club  after the dog mauled her Poodle. Chris Hush- Runs 1:59  
 EDUCATION- SOUTHLAND GRADUATION RATE- RICHTON  PARK- 5PM  
A south suburban charter school celebrates 100 percent  college acceptance rate for its senior 
class. Some of the kids in the majority African - American school are going to MIT, Cornell, and 
other top rated schools. Today the Southland College Prep  school officials also announced that 
the students have received up to 50- million dollars overall in scholarship offers from the 
different schools. Lauren Petty- Runs 1:57  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- 97 year old volunteer- 5PM PKG-  Annie Smith  is known to be a child 
at heart. Several times a week she volunteers at  a Bridgeport childhood  school. The children 
and teachers all love her.  She  says volunteering at the school makes her feel young. Anayeli 
Ruiz- Runs 1:45  
 
 
WEDNESDAY , MAY 14, 2019  
CRIME- MISSING WOMAN’S BODY IDENTIFIED- CHICAGO-10PMPKG  
For nearly a month , a 18 year old pregnant woman was missing. Now the police confirm her 
body was discovered and confirmed dead. Family showed up in the evening t0o identify he 
body. Meantime, detectives cordoned off the home. Friends and family are devastated and still 
lots of questions remain unanswered. Dick Johnson/ Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:56  
 
 
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- GOVERNMENT- CONTRIBUTIONS/ SPORTS TICKETS-CHICAGO – 10PKG 
An NBC5 Investigation shows Illinois Democratic Leaders Mike Madigan and John Cullerton 
spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on sports tickets to give to loyal volunteers and others. 
The investigation shows they spent  $420K on sports tickets last year alone, and more than 1.5 
million dollars since 2016.  But it’s all perfectly legal under Illinois law . Carol Marin – Runs 3:48  
 
GOVERNMENT - DCFS REPORT-  ILLINOIS - 5PM PKG- A Former foster mom speaks out after 20-
month-old dies amid DCFS investigation. This comes after a scathing report is released from the 
University of Chicago , which was ordered to look at DCFS and how it operates. In some cases, 
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workers for DCFS say they felt pressure to close cases even though they weren’t 
completed.  Michelle Relerford – Runs 2:38  
 
POLITICS- RAHM FINAL INTERVIEW- CHICAGO 10PM PKG – Mayor Emanuel touches on his 
accomplishments and his future with his family as he sees the light at the end of the tunnel.. 
Next Monday, Mayor Elect Lori Lightfoot will join her fellow councilmen in an inauguration 
celebration. Mayor Emanuel plans to enjoy time with his family and has planned a bike trip 
around Lake Michigan. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:27 
  
 
MAKING  A DIFFERENCE- YOGA IN JAIL- COOK COUNTY- 4:30PM PKG  
A yoga program is proving to be a success for inmates. The Cook County Jail is using the ancient 
practice of yoga to help detainees deal with stress , with the hope that it will change their 
behaviour. Some say it already has. Regina Waldroup- Runs 2:30  
 
NUTRITION/BUSINESS-FOOD HALL- CHICAGO-6PM PKG  
A  food hall with nutritious meals has opened on the city’s Pullman neighborhood. The One 
Eleven food  hall is the brainchild of a local entrepreneur who wanted to give back to the 
neighborhood with positive and healthy food. It’s also helping local chefs get exposed and 
expand their business. Sabrina Santucci- Runs  1:37   
 
SPORTS/ENTERTAINMENT- CUBS MUSICAL – CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
A new musical inspired by the Cubs winning the World Series in 2016  opens this weekend. It 
focuses on a local bar and the local patrons who have been lifelong Cub fans…during the good 
times, and bad. LeeAnn Trotter- Runs 1:50  
 
TRANSPORTATION- ILLINOIS BAD ROADS- SPRINGFIELD- 430PKG  
A new study shows the bad roads and broken infrastructure is costing and average 2-thousand 
dollars per driver in Illinois. The group that did the study is calling for federal and state money , 
saying Illinois’ deteriorating infrastructure is only getting worse. Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 
2:48  
 
 POLITICS ALDERMAN ARRESTED- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
Alderman Proco Joe Moreno has been charged with insurance fraud for falsifying a report, 
saying his car had been stolen. His attorney calls the charges wrong and says that it’s all a 
misunderstanding. The attorney says it was a misunderstanding between the Alderman and a 
woman whom he lent his car . Ash- Har Quraishi- Runs- 2:00 
 
THURSDAY , MAY 15, 2019  
WEATHER- OSWEGO TREE DOWN- LIVE 6PM -  
Hail and high winds caused a tree to fall down, captured on a Nest camera from the 
homeowner. No one was hurt and the tree did not fall on the nearby home or any other cars. 
The wet ground in the area as well as flooding in the western suburbs caused a rocky travel day 
. Ash- Har Quraishi-Runs 1:22 
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE- NATIONAL DRAWING DAY- 5PM PKG – For some kids in Chicago, 
violence is a way of life around them. Now a local school is making sure kids learn about peace, 
through drawing. The kids explain how they picture peace and show us through their pictures. 
Anayeli Ruiz- Runs 1:32  
 
NBC5 INVESTIGATES-ELECTRIC CAR FEES- 6PM PKG- The state has proposed raising electric car 
fees to one thousand dollars a year, saying most gas cars pay taxes on gas for roads and bridge, 
so electric cars should also pay. But some car owners say the fee is unfair, and that they are 
already helping the environment. Chris Coffey Runs 1;58  
 
FRIDAY , MAY 16, 2019  
CRIME- OCHOA SUSPECTS IN COURT - CHICAGO  -10PM PKG  
Chilling new information about how Marlen Ochoa was killed emerged today at the  bond 
hearing for a mother and daughter accused of killing the pregnant teen. State attorney argued 
for no bail for the suspects in court, explaining the two lured the victim to their home and then 
tied her up and strangled her, before cutting the fetus from her womb. Natalie Martinez-
  Runs 3:03  
 
EDUCATION /CIVIL RIGHTS- YEARBOOK CONTROVERSY- OAK PARK- 4:30PM PKG  
The Oak Park River Forest High School has delayed handing out this year's senior yearbooks 
because of a controversial picture showing a student using a white supremacist symbol.  
Some students say they understand, while others say they should have told the students and 
parents ahead of time. Ash Har Quraishi- Runs 2:22  
 
POLITICS- RAHM'S LAST DAY- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
Today marked Mayor Emanuel’s last official day at City Hall. At 5pm , after meeting with council 
officials and the police superintendent, the Mayor left his office shaking hands with friends, and 
fans as he left city hall.  After eight  years as Mayor,  Emanuel ends an era as leader of the city , 
and  plans on taking a bike trip around Lake Michigan starting Tuesday. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 
5:25  
 
POLITICS- LIGHTFOOT TRANSITION- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG  
Mayor Elect Mayor Lightfoot met with officials at a breakfast this morning discussing the 
weekend transition events as well as announcing who would lead the finance and budget 
committee. Both are being led by the city council's progressive leaders. Lightfoot also 
announced that the councilmen would not be getting their coveted money to spend as they 
wish, causing controversy. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:23  
 
MONDAY, MAY 20, 2019 
POLITICS- LIGHTFOOT INAUGURATION- CHICAGO – LIVE COVERAGE-9PM- 12PM-  Mayor Lori 
Lightfoot and city council Aldermen, and city leaders all sworn in today in an historic ceremony. 
It’s the first time the city has elected a lesbian African American to the highest seat in the city. 
Among those attending include the state’s Governor, US Senators and the former Mayor Rahm 
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Emanuel . During her speech, Lori Lightfoot reminded the crowd she was voted in to make 
changes and  she plans to start on day one. NBC Staff- Runs 3 hours  
 
POLITICS- LIGHTFOOT CITY HALL- CHICAGO- 4PMPKG – After the inauguration, Mayor Lori 
Lightfoot , her wife and child stood at city hall greeting the hundreds of people who wanted to 
meet them. Some just wanted to share their joy, others asked for a job , and others were 
reminding her to make changes and don’t forget her African American community. Ash- Har 
Quraishi- Runs 2:08 
 
SAFETY - ACTIVE SHOOTER DRILL – NAPERVILLE- 5PM PKG-  A mother recounts a scary 
situation for her and her child who were attending a benefit walk for an MS  hen suddenly 
people started running after hearing someone scream active shooter. What attendees didn’t 
know is  that it was a drill until later.  The mother called the actions by the park district reckless, 
saying  the scene was mass chaos, with attendees were crying, running and tripping in hopes of 
getting away.  and despite the apology, wants them to do more for the anguish the put people.. 
The police department is also investigating if they had officers involved in the drill. Regina 
Waldroup – Runs 2:00 
 
CRIME- OCHOA  BABY – OAK LAWN – 430M PKG –  
The family of the victim who’s fetus was cut out  met with hospital officials today and the father 
of the child was able to hold the baby and said the baby had opened his eyes.  Medical officials 
say the baby is to undergo brain activity tests and the family says   they are still trying to decide 
what to do about the baby that is in critical condition . Meantime, the cook county sheriff’s 
department says they are consulting with DCFS  before an investigation is opened. Kate Chapell 
– Runs 1:48  
 
 
 
TUESDAY, MAY 21. 2019  
POLITICS- LIGHTFOOT FIRST FULL DAY – 6PM PKG -   
Today is Mayor Lori Lightfoot’s first full day . She showed up at City Hall after dropping her 
mom off at the airport and then her staff proceeded to go through city rules and ethics 
changes. Kye Martin/Mary Ann Ahern – Runs 2:23  
 
CRIME- OCHOA FAMILY ARRIVE -OHARE /MEXICO- 10PM PKG 
The grandparents and uncle of the Ochoa family arrived in Chicago tonight to go to the funeral 
of Marlen Ochoa and see the baby who is at  Christ Hospital. Meantime, Department of Public 
Health is investigating the hospital and if they followed rules about the baby and mother when 
it arrived. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:42  
 
RELIGEON- ARCHBISHOP INSTALLED- WASHINGTON DC/ NILES -  5PM PKG  
Archbishop  Wilton Gregory was officially installed as Archbishop in Washington DC. Wilton has 
roots in Chicago where he was a priest in Niles.  He was installed today to take  over after 
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Cardinal Theodore McCarrick was taken off the post for sexual assault charges. Mary Ann Ahern 
– Runs  2:27  
 
SWEET SNACKS EXPO- CHICAGO - 430PM PKG  
Th  kick-off of the sweet snacks expo got off to a roaring start , with companies showing off 
their new products. Among the sweets, - new organic, gluten free candy and new updated 
packing on the old favorites.  
Regina Waldroup- Runs 3:03  
 
 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 23- 2019  
SCIENCE- KID INVENTORS- CHICAGO -4PMPKG- Kids ahead of their time are working to find 
solutions to today's problems. Weather its issues with shampoos impact on your scalp, or 
electric cars ,these kids are looking to the future Three thousand kids presented their ideas at a 
contest last month- 45 of them will go to the  Invention Convention in Detroit. . Anayeli Ruiz- 
Runs 1:34 
 
CULTURE- ROCK AND ROLL , POLITICS EXHIBIT- 5PM PKG- A new exhibit looks at Rock and 
Roll's impact on politics in this country along with social movements around the world is the 
theme at the Museum of Broadcast Communications.  The new exhibit is the next popular 
culture exhibit the Museum is putting up, after hosting the SNL popular exhibit.  
One fashion designer for a rock and roller  happened to be at the Museum while they were 
setting  up his exhibit at the museum. The new exhibit which shows instruments, letters and 
fashion opens Friday. LeeAnn Trotter- Runs 1:58  
 
HEALTH/MEDIA - VIDEO GAMES/STROKE VICTIMS- 5PM PKG A doctor at Northwestern 
Hospital  is looking for more clients to volunteer for a study on how video games help stroke 
victims. The doctor came up with video game and the idea is that the hand eye coordination 
will help victims regain movement and  to increase eye- hand coordination. Lauren Petty- Runs 
1:57  
 
 
THURSDAY , MAY 23, 2019  
 BUSINESS- FOOD TRUCKS- CHICAGO- 5PMPKG - The Illinois State Supreme Court has ruled that 
the city's restrictions on where food trucks could set up is constitutional. This comes years after 
restaurants objected to food trucks setting up in front of the restaurants, hurting their 
businesses. Charlie Wojciechowski-Runs 1:40 
 
HEALTH- SUDC- INDIANA - 4PM  PKG - A family speaks out for the first time after losing their 8 
month old son to a relatively rare disease- Sudden Unexplained Death in Childhood. The 
Zacharas  share their story about look, who they discovered dead in his bed one morning, six 
months ago. His cause of death was noted as -SUDC and after looking it up, the parents found 
there were hundreds of other parents undergoing the same confusion. Now there's a 
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movement for a  gene test to be given to newborns that can help track this , so that doctors can 
help determine what is causing these deaths. Lauren Petty- Runs 4:38  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- 102 YEAR OLD PIANIST- CHICAGO- 4:30PM PKG  
A legendary pianist gets big surprise, gives great performance at local landmark .  Dorothy 
Olson, 102 years old,  brought to the Palmer House as a birthday surprise, where they 
presented her with the piano to play on, the same hotel she used to perform at decades ago. 
She says music has kept her young and is grateful she can still play. Patrick Fazio- Runs 2:16  
 
WEATHER/ ANIMALS- ANIMALS  RESCUED FROM FLOOD-  HUNTLEY-PKG- A group of animals 
arrived in Huntley this morning , after being rescued from the floods in the south. Now there's 
an effort by a north suburban animal rescue group to foster these pets until their families get 
back on their feet and have a home for the animals to return. Regina Waldrop- Runs  
 
LEGAL - SMOLLETT DOCUMENTS- COOK COUNTY- PKG-  
A Cook County Judge ruled that Jussie Smollett's documents must be unsealed by June 3. It's 
ordering the Cook County State's attorney to release them, saying Smollett opened the door 
when he spoke to the media before and after the State's Attorney dropped all charges against 
him. The local media had filed a lawsuit soon after the charges were dropped to get access to 
the case. Ash- Har Quraishi-  Runs 2:30 
 
CRIME- HOLIDAY VIOLENCE - CHICAGO- 10PMPKG- Mayor Lightfoot held a news conference 
after meeting with city faith leaders along with police officials, announcing their will be an 
uptick in police presence over the holiday weekend.  
Chicago has seen a jump in criminal activity the past two Memorial Day weekends , and the 
Mayor wants to make it clear it will not be tolerated this year. This comes one day after 
announcing she will be keeping Superintendent Eddie Johnson as Superintendent of the 
Chicago Police Department.  Trina Orlando- Runs 2;04   
 
 
FRIDAY MAY 24, 2019 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- MILITARY REUNION- ST. CHARLES- 6PM PKG 
A special memorial day surprise as a father , assigned to Kuwait in July surprises his twins , Ava 
and Collin at their school. The Lt. Colonel talks about how much he missed his kids. He started 
planning his reunion when was called up . He said he wanted a video like he saw with so many 
soldiers reuniting with his kids. But he also surprised his wife by getting himself delivered in a 
Sears box,  pretending it was a new refrigerator. Michele Relerford- Runs 2:04  
 
SAFETY- ANTI- VIOLENCE SAFETY PLAN- CHICAGO- 430PMPKG- Today Mayor Lori Lightfoot re-
enforced her plan for a safe memorial holiday. The plan not only includes more than 1000 
additional officers, it includes a security detail on mass transit and high activity locations like 
beaches and shopping areas. Regina Waldrop- Runs 2:17 
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TRANSPORTATION/HISTORY- PLANE CRASH ANNIVERSARY- DES PLAINES/ROSEMONT- 6PM 
PKG-  
This weekend marks the 40th anniversary of a deadly plane crash that killed all 271 people on 
board. It is the worst aviation disaster in history and happened 40years ago over the Memorial 
Day holiday. This weekend there are plans for a special gathering for families of the victims, as 
some remember the tragedy   30 seconds after takeoff, the LA bound plane crashed onto Touhy 
Avenue.  One transportation expert says this disaster helped lead the way to stronger safety 
regulations with airlines. Rob Stafford- Runs 2:26 
 
GOVERNMENT- BEER TAX- SPRINGFIELD/CHICAGO 4PMPKG- A plan to raise the cost of beer, 
wine and liquor tax to raise money for infrastructure in Illinois is making its way through 
Springfield legislature. The Governor hopes to raise 120 million dollars from the extra tax, 
but  not all drinkers are happy about it and fully expect beer makers to pass the cost onto 
them.  Charlie Wojciechowski- Runs 2:20  
MONDAY  MAY  27, 2019  
WEATHER - STORMS -ALSIP/NAPERVILLE/ CHICAGO-LIVE 4- 630PM  Live coverage of heavy 
storms that came through Chicago and the south and west suburbs . The heavy rain brought 
hail and even a funnel cloud was seen in Northwest Indiana. Several tornado warnings were 
issued and the heavy rain brought flooded streets and tree damage.  Staff- 2 AND ½  HOURS 
 STORMS- DYER, CEDAR LAKE INDIANA - 10PM PKG – A confirmed tornado struck the town of 
Dyer in Northwest Indiana on Monday, causing trees to topple on homes and damage 
businesses and roofs. No one was injured. Others captured video of funnel clouds in Valparaiso 
and Cedar Lake as the storm caused scary moments  on this Memorial Day holiday. No one was 
injured in this storm but it's going to take a lot to clean up the area. Train Orlando-Runs 2:20    
STORMS- WILL COUNTY/ DUPAGE COUNTY- 10PM PKG- A fast moving storm caused hail and 
damage in the south and southwest suburbs of DuPage and Will County. There was flooding in 
peoples' basements as well as impassable roads and wind damage on this Memorial Day storm. 
Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:15 
MILITARY- MEMORIAL DAY – CHICAGO/ ST CHARLES –11AM PKG-On this holiday , small towns 
and large cities pay honor to the men and women who have died defending this country. It was 
a somber holiday for residents and Mayor Lightfoot's first time as Mayor leading the Chicago 
Memorial Day. Lisa Chavarria- Runs 2:06  
TUESDAY, MAY 28, 2019 
WEATHER – STORMS - DYER INDIANA- LIVE 6PM –  
Weather officials have deemed a 3 tornadoes touched down in Northwestern Indiana, causing 
some damage, but no injuries. In Dyer Indiana ,  workers , and neighbors worked together to 
get limbs off the roofs covered up vefore the next wave of storms come to their area. 
Christian  Farr- Runs 2:26  
 
CRIME- MEMORIAL DAY VIOLENCE- CHICAGO- 4:30PM  PKG- Mayor Lightfoot reacts to her first 
holiday weekend as Mayor, looking at  the violence that continues to plague the city. Over the 
Memorial Day Weekend, 38 people were shot and 5 killed in Chicago, despite efforts from the 
city to have extra patrols on duty, as well as events to keep people out of trouble. Mayor 
Lightfoot says there's a lot of work to be done. Mary Ann Ahern- 1:31  
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HEALTH- MARTIAL ARTS/PARKINSONS DISEASE- PARK RIDGE- 4PM PKG  
A new look at how martial arts is helping folks suffering from Parkinson’s Disease. The disease 
symptoms include people unable to stop their body from tremors. But Martial Arts is becoming 
an effective strategy to cope with those tremors. Rush Hospital is working with patients on 
seeing how the disease is helping them with their balance, mindfulness and confidence. Doctors 
and Karate experts see a real difference.   Lauren Petty- Runs 1:57  
 
NBC 5 IINVESTIGATES- GOVERNMENT- STATE PARKS SHUTTERED - KANKAKEE/ZION - 10PM 
PKG- With Memorial Day over, a sign that summer is right around the corner, some state parks, 
campgrounds and roads  remain shuttered because of lack of funds from State government. 
One Lansing couple who loves Kankakee State Park but it's been closed for almost 2 years. But 
it's not just lack of money, Mother Nature has also had an impact on upkeep at State Parks. --- 
Carol Marin- Runs 3:54  
 
WEDNESDAY , MAY 29, 2019  
GOVERNMENT- MAYOR CITY COUNCIL- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
In her first City Council meeting as Mayor, Lori Lightfoot  lays out ethics agenda. There were 
several objections from one of the oldest statesman on the council, Alderman Ed Burke, but 
Lightfoot shut him down publicly pretty quickly. Among the changes for the council, televising 
council committee meetings, where a lot of decisions are made about Chicago, as well as 
moving Tax Increment Finance decisions to the Economic Committee instead of Finance 
Committee.  After the Council meeting with okayed the new committee chairman, Mayor 
Lightfoot emphasized her goal is to push for reform in the council. Mary Ann Ahern 2:17 
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- FUNERAL DIRECTOR  AWARD- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
A Chicago Funeral Director *** Rodriguez  is getting recognized nationally for her efforts in 
trying to stem gang violence and being sensitive to the problems to families of victims she 
treats.  She gives presentations around the city using a casket to make her point about gang 
violence. She is being given a high award from the Federal Bureau of Investigations 
Directors  for her efforts in trying to end gang violence. She was in a gang herself, but was able 
to get out. Anayeli Ruiz- Runs 2:00  
 
SPORTS- MT EVEREST CLIMBER- CHICAGO- 4PM  PKG - Alex Panko, a Chicago mountaineer who 
just returned from climbing  Mt. Everest . He speaks about the highs and lows of his climb, says 
a sherpa saved his live on his climb. He speaks out about the dangers of so many people who 
have died on the mountain while waiting or returning from the peak and said he had to climb 
over bodies.  
Panko says there should not be so many inexperienced climbers trying to mark off the climb as 
a bucket list item without proper training,  11 people have died this year at Mount Everest. Kate 
Chappell - Runs 2:05  
COMMUNITY AFFAIRS- CELEBRATING CICERO= LIV 4/5PM/ 6PM - Our Anchors along with 
Telemundo were live at Cicero this afternoon to showcase the weekend festival that opens, and 
focuses on the interesting sites and sounds around that western suburb. From the history of 
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Cicero, to dancers, music and food, Cicero has become a go to town . Marion Brooks/Brant 
Miller- Runs- 22:24  
THURSDAY, MAY 30, 2019  
POLITICS/CRIME- ALDERMAN BURKE- INDICTMENT- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG-Today, the federal 
government announces indictment of long-time serving  Alderman Edward Burke. The 75 year 
old Alderman already faced bribery charges in the past, but now is facing 14 count new 
indictment with included racketeering and bribery  charges . the Indictment lays out how the 
Alderman tried to force developers to use his law firm before any development plan would be 
voted on in the City Council. And news of the indictment brought swift calls for his resignation 
from Mayor Lori Lightfoot.  Patrick Fazio- Runs - 2:24  
ECONOMY - RESTAURANT TAX- CHICAGO  - 430PM PKG – A new controversial tax plan  that 
will be used to pay for McCormick Place changes is getting a thumbs down by restaurants . The 
tax would had a new special 1 percent that would go to a new building at McCormick Place,  But 
one of the towns miles away from McCormick place says they get no benefit from this new tax 
because convention goers rarely stay near their eatery. Mayor Lightfoot weighing in ,  also 
doesn't like the new plan. The State plan has already passed the Senate and is going to the 
house, but one lawmaker says it needs more time before they should vote on it.  Michelle 
Relerford- Runs 2:11  
NBC INVESTIGATES -YARD FLOODING- VILLA PARK- 6PM  PKG –  Recent rains in the Chicago 
area has brought flooding for many residents. But a western suburban  resident has been  living 
with backyard flooding for years,  due to nearby construction. Now it’s so bad, he can't even 
use his backyard when it rains just a little bit. Now  ducks and fish live in his back yard and after 
numerous calls to the city, still nothing is getting done.  Chris Coffey- Runs 1:44 
 MAKING A DIFFERENCE- COMMUNITY AFFAIRS- VIOLENCE PREVENTION – SURVIVORS 
GROUP- 5PM PKG- A local group working 24 hours to help survivors of violence in their 
community. The Survivors Project is all about helping those who have survived violence in their 
family and need support with  money, grief, clothes and other needs. They aren’t that well 
known, but they make  a real impact for those families who don’t have support. Christian Farr- 
Runs 3:06 
 WEATHER- FLOODING- WILL /GRUNDY COUNTIES- 4PM PKG- Rain leaves farmers exploring 
desperate measures to avoid financial catastrophe. Because of the recent floods, farmers are 
behind in their planting, and those who did plant early may not be able to save their crops. 
Farmers are hoping for extra help from the government  .  Regina Waldroup- Runs   1:41  
FRIDAY , MAY 31, 2019  
CRIME- SMOLLETT RECORDS-STATES ATTORNEY- 10PM PKG- Today the State's attorney's 
office released emails, texts, and evidence photos involving the investigation into Jussie 
Smollett. Among the discoveries from more than 2000 pages released, Foxx said the ethics 
board director told her she would need to recuse herself. The texts also say that the Cook Co 
State's Attorney's office wanted the Chicago Police Department to turn over the case to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation but the FBI did not want the case. Patrick Fazio- Runs 2:21 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- CIVIL RIGHTS- GAY PRIDE PARADE- BUFFALO GROVE- 5PM PKG-  A 
13-year-old girl helped bring the first Gay Pride Parade to the northern suburb of Buffalo Grove. 
Tomorrow's parade is expected to bring  a hundreds of people to participate and watch.   She 
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first got the idea after going to a gay pride parade in Aurora last year. Michelle Relerford- Runs 
2:09 
 
CRIME-EXPRESSWAY CAMERAS- CHICAGO- 430PMPKG- The Illinois State Police, Chicago police 
and the DEA have started putting cameras on the Eisenhower Expressway in order to curb drug 
problems along the corridor. Police officials say the area is ripe for drug deals where people 
jump on and off the expressway to pick up and deal drugs.  Law Enforcement also hope the 
cameras will help with gun violence after they've seen an increase in shootings on the 
expressways. Ash- Har Quraishi- Runs 2:05 
 
POLITICS- SPRING SESSION- SPRINGFIELD- 6PM PKG-  
State Lawmakers have extended the spring legislative session to the weekend with still many 
issues hanging over their heads. They did pass the recreational marijuana bill which allows 
people over 21 in Illinois to have 30 grams of less of marijuana in their possession legally. But 
the budget and sports betting bills still hang in the balance. The Governor says he still has 
confidence the bills will pass this weekend.  Mary Ann Ahern- Runs - 2:20 
MONDAY, JUNE 3, 2019  
GOVERNMENT- LEGAL POT- CHICAGO-4:30PM PKG  
Many people have questions about legal pot and what it means at their workplace that tests for 
drugs. One expert says read your policy book before you partake in recreational marijuana. It 
may say that it tests for drugs, and the drugs could stay in your system past your weekend. 
Regina Waldroup- Runs 2:14 
 
ECONOMY- HIGHER TAXES- ILLINOIS- 10PM PKG  
Now that state lawmakers have completed their spring session with rapid quickness in passing 
bills, it’s time to take a closer look at what it means for the average state resident and visitor. 
You can expect your costs for gasoline to jump after lawmakers doubled the state gas tax, and it 
will now cost 150 bucks for your new driver’s license. Also weed was legalized and stores are 
now preparing for extra business in that area.  Patrick Fazio- Runs 2:11 
ACCIDENT- THROWING CHAIRS- WAUKEGAN- TRINA 10PM PKG- A tradition of throwing chairs 
at graduation has injured one student sitting nearby. What should have been one of the 
happiest times of Megan Howard’s  life has ended up to be a painful one, when sitting at a 
graduation ceremony , after getting her diploma. Her mother said someone had thrown a chair 
in the air, hitting her daughter. She sustained a head injury, and was checked for a concussion 
at the hospital. A nearby student had been filming the graduation,  when  the chair came 
through the air, striking the student. ** wants to warn others to stop throwing things and 
hurting strangers with their actions. Trina Orlando – Runs 2:04  
 
TUESDAY, JUNE 4, 2019  
ARCHITECTURE- WILLIS TOWER SKYDECK CRACK- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG  -  
Two tourists at the Willis Tower today say they were surprised to learn of the glass that was 
cracking at Skydeck , but not frightened by it.  They were able to get on another ledge, while 
security closed the cracked ledge. The Willis Tower management gave a statement, saying” 
"The protective coating which acts like a screen protector for the Ledge experienced some 
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minor cracking. No one was ever in danger and the Ledge was immediately closed. We replaced 
the coating last night and the Ledge is open for business as usual."   Ash-Har Quraishi  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- MUSIC THERAPY- LAKE FOREST 4:30PM  PKG  
The sound of music is not only pleasing , but healthy as well. Music has been a part of patients 
routine that is leading them to recovery and heath at this  north suburban hospital. The 
therapists say it not only helps activate the brain, but also brings joy to patients. One patient 
told us music therapy has helped lift her from some of her darkest times. Lauren Petty- Runs 
2:26 
 
CRIME – CORRUPTION: BURKE IN COURT- CHICAGO – 4:30PM PKG   
Alderman Burke and two others , indicted on bribery charges were arraignment  this morning. 
All pled not guilty. Carol Marin- Runs 3:01  
 
 
WEDNESDAY,  JUNE 5, 2019  
CRIME- SMOLLETT/911 CALLS – CHICAGO – 1OPM PKG   
The city  police department has released two 911 calls made by an unidentified man who said 
he worked for Jussie Smollett. The tapes describe what he says happened to Smollett, and that 
the actor was startled and scared by the incident. . Patrick Fazio- Runs 2:19  
 
POLITICS- PRITZKER- BUDGET BILL – 5PM PKG  
Governor Pritzker signed a new budget bill that passed in the Illinois General Assembly. The bill 
includes tax increases and a plan to change Illinois from a flat tax to a graduated income tax 
structure. The budget also brings higher gas prices at the pump. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs  2:41  
 
NBC INVESTIGATES- TRANSPORTATION- FREIGHT TRAIN DELAYS- 6PM PKG  
After commuters frustration of having to wait on freight train at ** crossing, lawmakers are 
looking at ways to solve the delays. One option is to build a flyover, which costs millions. But 
commuters say do it, some saying they wait up to an hour some days for the trains to pass 
Lawmakers are hoping to get money from the Federal Railroad Administration fund.  Chris 
Coffey- Runs  2:08 
 
NUTRITTION/EDUCATION- CITY COLLEGE FOOD PANTRY- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG 
Too many college students are forced to decide whether to pay for classes or forgo food the 
day. The City Colleges of Chicago have decided to open a food pantry where students can pick 
up groceries where they attend classes. The food shop is run by students helping other fellow 
students and faculty.  Lauren Petty- Runs  1:55  
 
ANIMAL ABUSE- FAIR OAKS DAIRY ABUSE- INDIANA- 4PM PKG  
Undercover video unveils abuse on a popular dairy farm. The owner of the Fair Oaks farm 
in  Indiana confirmed  that there have been some abuses by workers at the farm and they are 
working with police to find and charge the suspects. The video shows cows being beaten, 
dragged . Michelle Relerford – Runs 2:36  
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ENVIRONMENT - UNITED AIRLINES- CHICAGO- 4:30PM PKG  
United Airlines has launched a new plane that cuts down on the carbon footprint of their flight. 
The goal, to cut down the footprint up to 50 percent by 2050. Lisa Chavarria- Runs 1:30  
 
 
FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 2019  
CIVIL RIGHTS=- AURORA PRIDE FEST- AURORA-5PM  PKG- It was the Pride parade that almost 
wasn't, but thanks to a big push by fundraisers, Aurora will be holding their second annual pride 
parade. Last year , the parade was a big success, but was temporarily cancelled due to 
increasing costs for security and other issues. Bu the Mayor and others were able to raise 20, 
000 dollars in a single day to save the parade. The event which includes floats, politiitians, food 
and entertainment takes place this Sunday. Lexi Sutter-Runs 1:48  
 
MILITARY- DDAY ANNIVERSARY- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG – Veterans and families gathered to pay 
tribute to the 75th anniversary of the D-day invasion on the beaches of Normandy France. One 
of the soldiers on the ground shares his memories at the commemoration. Patrick Fazio- Runs 
2:51  
 
COMMUNITY – CELEBRATING FRANKLIN PARK-  FRANKLIN PARK -  4PM/5PM/6PM Live / Pkg- 
Today NBC takes their show live on the road to the Northwest suburb of Franklin Park, where 
we learn a little about it's history, with its town built by the dreams of a single German 
immigrant, local  festivals and famous eateries like a local bakery  Aracely’s, that's been around 
for decades. STAFF Runs 13:40  
 
MONDAY, JUNE 10, 2019  
LAW ENFORCEMENT- CRIME FIGHTING MERGER- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- After more than 40 
people were shot over the weekend, Mayor Lori Lightfoot announced plans to build stronger 
relations with police and businesses to fight crime in the city. Right now two districts have a 
business liaison officer to work with businesses. Now the plan is to have all 22 districts. They 
want to focus on businesses that bring problems to the neighborhood, with monthly 
meetings.  Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:31  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE-HOMELESS MAN/POLICE-  NILES-10PM PKG- A Niles police officer, 
Officer Zoraski,  noting a homeless man was tripped up because of poor footwear gave up his 
own shoes to the man. The picture went viral ,and the officer explains what he saw , offered a 
hope bag which includes toiletries, a blanket and a bible. When he gave him the shoes, the 
officer picked up some boots at home and finished his shift. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:04  
 
ENTERTAINMENT- HOLOGRAM TOUR- CHICAGO- 5pmPKG= An opera singer who was last in 
concert 64 years ago is touring again, via Hologram. Maria Callas is returning to the Lyric Opera 
stage, after passing away 40 years ago. LeeAnn Trotter- Runs 2:02  
 
TUESDAY, JUNE 11, 2019  
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MAKE A DIFFERENCE-HEALTH/ECONOMY- POP UP CANCER SHOP- CHICAGO- 4PM PKG - A 
female survivors cancer group has started a pop up shop with proceeds going to other breast 
cancer survivors in need. The Pilson shop was the brain child of one survivor and has grown to a 
successful project. Proceeds go to those uninsured cancer patients that will pay for services like 
rides to doctors, medical bills and  support for them and their families. Sabrina Santucci- Runs 
1:40 
 
LEGAL- OBAMA CENTER COURT DECISION- CHICAGO- 6PMPKG- A judge ruled in favor of the 
developers of a new Presidential Obama Center to be built in Jackson Park. Opponents 
including Friends of the Park say the developers essentially made a land grab on the 20-acre 
park, but a judge rejected that assertion. The opponents announced they will appeal today's 
decision. Phil Rogers-Runs 2:34  
 
ARCHITECTURE- SKYJACK WINDOW CRACKED- CHICAGO- 4:30PM PKG - A crack on one of the 
Willis' tower Skydeck forced the closure of the popular tourist location. Video shows the 
coating on the skyjack appeared to be cracked, and Willis Tower officials say no one was in 
danger.  Long lines followed the closure of the Skydeck, but it reopened 24 hours later. Ash=-
Har Quraishi- Runs 2:14  
 
HEALTH- BABY BORN OUTSIDE FIRE HOUSE=  CHICAGO= 4pm PKG- It doesn't happen every 
day, these firefighters on the city's northside say, but when it did this morning they were ready. 
A pregnant mom  on her way to the hospital started having strong contractions on the way. Her 
friend who was  driving stopped at Engine 14 firehouse in Goose island, and explained the 
situation and the firefighters jumped into action. The baby was soon born and taken to the 
hospital with the mom, with both in good condition.  Regina Waldroup- Runs  2:22 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 12, 2019  
CRIME- ANIMAL ABUSE- INDIANA- 10PMPKG - Police have arrested  one person and 
charged   total of three people in connection to animal abuse at the Fair Oaks dairy farm in 
northwest Indiana. Newton County sheriff department confirm they have charged 36 year old 
Edgar Cardozo- Vazquez for abusing cows at the farm. The suspects face misdemeanor and 
felony charged for beating, and kicking the cows. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:48 
 
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- OJ SIMPSON- 25 YEARS LATER- 10PM PKG- The Chicago connection to 
the OJ Simpson case resurfaces 25 years later. For the first time, anyone who saw OJ Simpson 
after the deaths of his wife and her friend was when he returned to Chicago at a local hotel. 
Less than an hour after the murders, OJ boarded an American Airlines and arrived in Chicago, 
stayed at the hotel , made several phone calls and then left. One of the murder victims, Ron 
Goldman also has a Chicago area connection. He went to high school in Buffalo Grove. Patrick 
Fazio-Runs  2:19  
 
GOVERNMENT- ABORTION RIGHTS- ILLINOIS- 4PM PKG - Governor J.B. Pritzker signed the 
Reproductive Health Act into law , a far sweeping bill that allows protections for women 
seeking and getting abortions. It's one of the strongest abortion rights bills in the country, in 
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contrast to the wave of anti- abortion laws that have gone into place in other states. Mary Ann 
Ahern- Runs- 2:12  
 
NBC5 RESPONDS- DISABILITY RIGHTS-LAGRANGEJ HIGHLANDS-  4PMPKG - A suburban man's 
battle to make Home Wheelchair accessible turned into more of a challenge than he 
anticipated. *** wanted to renovate his home to make it more wheelchair accessible. Nolan 
Reed showed us his plans , after suffering MS. But it wasn't the company that gave him a 
problem, it was the county, They required a special permit for the yard, in which he wasn't 
changing at all. NBC5 responds got involved and immediately they were able green lined the 
project. Lisa Parker Runs 3:39 
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 13, 2019  
ACCIDENT- GRATE INCIDENT- CHICAGO- 6PM PKG - New video shows a 5 year old boy falling 
through an electrical  gate in an alley after playing catch with his grandfather.  The boy was 
chasing a ball at the time of the accident, stepped on the electrical grate and fell down several 
feet, being impaled at the time. Now the family is suing the building for  for not securing  the 
grate. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:16 
 
TRANSPORTATION- SHARED SCOOTERS PROGRAM- CHICAGO- 6PMPKG At least half a dozen 
companies are kicking off a shared electrical scooter program this weekend, in which residents 
can download an app, pick up a scooter and haul around town, Similar to the shared bike 
program, residents will be charged for the time they are on the scooter , are limited on where 
they can ride the scooter and can leave them at certain destinations when they are done. The 
scooters go around 15 miles an hour, and riders are charged by the minute, and must wear a 
helmet when riding on the scooters. Companies are offering training before people use the 
scooters. Kate Chappell- Runs 1:55 
 
ENTERTAINMENT-POKEMON FESTIVAL- CHICAGO- 4:30PMPKG- Thousands returned to Grant 
Park to join in on this year's Pokémon Festival. The four day extravaganza allows players to hunt 
for an icon on their phone, not seen by the naked eye. The first national contest turned out to 
be  a disaster, due to a  technical glitch . Patrick Fazio-Runs 1:46 
 
GOVERNMENT- WORKMAN'S COMPENSATION- CHIAGO-5PM PKG- Mayor Lori Lightfoot 
announced reform with the city's Workman's Compensation program, after an audit found 
hundreds of cases still lingering years after workers put in a claim. In the past, the program was 
overseen by one law firm associated with Alderman Ed Burke, and was years behind in 
investigating claims, allowing workers to get paid while off the job. But now, the city has hired a 
firm to oversee the 100 million dollar program,  calling for more transparency on the claims as 
well as investigating quickly past claims . Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:49  
 
FRIDAY, JUNE 14, 2019  
CRIME- OCHOA BABY- OAK LAWN - 4PKG- A call for justice after the baby of a mother, Marlen 
Ochoa  killed has died. Family members say Yovanny Jodial Lopez, who was cut out the womb 
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of Ochoa has died early this morning. Now lawyers are calling for the suspects to face murder 
charges. Lexi Sutter- Runs  
 
ENVIRONMENT- ENDANGED BIRDS/MUSIC FESTIVAL- CHIAGO- 4PKG - An environmental 
group is asking a local music festival to move their concert and festival after finding two 
endangered birds living on the site of Montrose Beach. The proposed festival, Mamba Fest is 
scheduled to perform at the site in late august, but environmentalists have been keeping watch 
at the site to protect the baby birds. Runs  
 
CELEBRATING HUMBOLDT PARK- CHICAGO- 4PM/5PM/6PM-LIVE- NBC5 hits the road to the 
Northwest side, where we learn about the history of Humboldt Park, join in on this weekend's 
Puerto Rican Festival and take in the art and food community. NBC Staff- Runs 14:31  
MONDAY, JUNE 17,  2019  
CRIME- -  BUS STOP SHOOTING- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- Police are investigating who shot three 
people who were riding on a bus in the Chatham neighborhood Monday night. Authorities say 
the suspect exited bus , and began firing shots into the bus , penetrating the windows and 
hitting 3 passengers. None of the passengers sustained life threatening injuries, and police 
believe this may be a gang related incident. Lexi Sutter- Runs 1:57  
CIVIL RIGHTS- DENNY’S RACIAL LAWSUIT –ORLAND PARK- 6PM PKG- 
A suburban woman is boycotting Denny's restaurant in Orland Park, accusing them  against 
racially discriminated against her .  Gabriella Brown  who filed a lawsuit against the restaurant 
says she was waiting to be seated when a white waitstaff told her they wouldn't serve her. 
After she left the restaurant another worker came out chasing after her and yelling racial 
things.  Ash Har Quraishi- runs 1:47   
 
SPORTS-SPORTS BETTING- CHICAG0 – 5PM PKG - A new chapter in Illinois sports is being 
considered at Wrigley Field. The state has okayed sports betting, allowing fans to bet on teams 
not only at casinos but also inside stadiums. The owners of Wrigley Field are considering a 
sports book at the stadium. This kind of betting is expected to bring millions to the owners and 
the state. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:43  
TRANSPORTATION- SCOOTERS SAFETY- CHHICGO- 6PM PKG- Over the weekend, Chicago saw 
the beginning of a pilot  program allowing people to drive scooters in certain neighborhoods. 
Some people were giving thumbs up to how the pilot program worked, while others pointed 
out safety issues. The pilot program only allows scooters on the street, not the sidewalk, or bike 
paths, but that didn't stop some from doing it. Regina Waldroup- Runs 1:57  
SENDIORS - 103 YEAR OLD WOMAN – 5PMPKG – LAUREN PETTY- 5PM PKG 
Reverend Elizabeth Jordan turned 103 Monday and was honored with a visit from the Governor 
himself . Jordan spoke about what the secret of longevity is, and what she has learned along the 
way, including crediting God for her life.  Lauren Petty- Runs  2:19  
 
TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 2019  
POLITICS-TRUMP LAUNCES RE-ELECTION-FLORIDA- 10PM PKG- Today President Trump 
launches his re-election campaign, in Florida, one of the tightest races for Republicans and 
Democrats in 2016. In his re-election speech, he criticized the Democrats on a number of fronts 
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and even brought up Hillary Clinton who is not running in this year's election. Patrick Fazio- 
Runs 1:54  
 
EDUCATION- MEMORIAL TREE- WEST CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- Amanda Moiberg’s mom  revisits 
the location where a memorial tree and Plaque used to stand at a West Chicago High School, 
after officials decided to take it down in order to expand. *** says when the tree was planted , 
she would visit it all the time like one would a gravesite. Amanda died from cancer  at the age 
of 19.  The school says the told the mother ahead of time they were expanding , and are 
working at moving the tree and plaque to a different location. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:55  
 
SPORTS- CROSSTOWN CLASSIC ROMANCE- CHICAGO- PKG  ASH HAR QURAISHI – LV 6PM 
The Crosstown Classic between the Cubs and White Sox have been going on for years and has 
become a little stale, But not for some fans who showed up this year. When asked if they would 
ever marry a person who loved a the opposite team, there was some very defiant no's while 
others said love is about compromise and would consider it. Ash- Har Quraishi- Runs  
ENVIRONMENT- BOXWOOD DEAD- CHICAGO- PKG- CHICAGO/NAPERVILLE/ OAK PARK – 5PM 
PKG  
This year's spring rains have many gardeners perplexed on what to do with their plants. In 
Homewood some are seeing their boxwood plants already growing brown . Experts say blame 
the polar vortex. The bitter cold may be a distant memory but the consequences of the bitter 
cold are visible in shrubbery and trees throughout Naperville. Anayeli Ruiz- Runs 1:38  
 
 GAMBLING- QUEEN OF HEARTS- MCHENRY- 10PM PKG The Queen of Hearts that got 
statewide attention after the small VWF went form a small raffle last year to prizes in the 
millions, returned this evening with new rules in place.  the rules state that there will be a limit 
on prizes and that tickets sales times will change. People who played last year say they come 
with big dreams and have made good friends at the VFW after playing last year. Natalie 
Martinez- Runs 2:18  
 WEDNESDAY, JUNE 19, 2019 
 
ACCIDENT-WISCONSIN FATAL CRASH- RACINE- 4PM PKG- A fatal crash involving two trucks and 
three other vehicles closed down I-94 in Racine for hours. Police say one truck hit a barrier, 
swerved into traffic before slamming into other cars. Another truck swerved to avoid the traffic, 
going off the road . The two truck drivers were killed and the Northbound lanes were 
closed throughout the evening. Ash Har Quraishi- Runs-2:08   
 
CRIME- VANDALISM- NAPERVILLE- 10PM PKG=Several homes in Naperville were vandalized in 
recent  and police are trying to discover why. Steve Kanney  says the worst came when the 
criminals through something through their front window. Earlier they had damaged their car in 
the driveway, and a light outside. The vandals also hit a next door neighbors home and 
residents want police to step up patrols in the area. Natalie Martinez- Runs 2:08  
 
TRANSPORTATION- COPS/TRUCKERS- ILLINOIS- 4PM PKG  
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The Illinois State Police have launched a new program , Trooper in a Truck to crack down on 
distracted driving . The plan is for troopers to ride with truckers and  monitor commuters who 
are using their phones while driving. We rode along with  one trucker and trooper and found 
distracted driving violations were  more common than you would think. Christian Farr- 
Runs 2;13  
 
POLITICS- ALDERMAN AUSTIN RAID- CHICAGO- 6PMPKG- Federal agents raided 34th Alderman 
Carrie Austin's office on Wednesday but would not say what they were looking for. The agents 
could be seen taking out computers and documents from the 34th ward office. Austin and her 
staff would not comment on the raid, which happened while Austin was attending a news 
conference on Summer Safety. Today's raid make this the third alderman who may be under 
investigation by the federals. Alderman Burke and Alderman Solis are also under investigation. 
Solis earlier admitted to wearing a wire for the federal investigation in which Alderman Austin 
was quite vocal in opposition. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:23  
 
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- MAKE A WISH- CHICAGO – 4PM PKG - A young boy suffering from 
Sickle Cell will be heading to a dream vacation at the NBC Universal Park and Disney World in 
Florida. Today, officials gave Jamontae Harris  a send-off party with his family. The boy and his 
family leave for his dream vacation on Sunday Lauren Petty- Runs 1:53  
 
NBC INVESTIGATES- TRANSPORTATION/HEALTH- 6PMPKG – A student pushes for planes to 
carry potentially life-saving drugs after mid-air allergic reaction. After suffering from peanut 
allergies, she had an attack on a Southwest plane and asked the airliner for an eli-pen. Instead 
the airlines said they didn’t  have one and that she should stay in the bathroom. She says  flight 
crew did not ask for a doctor  on board and she was worried she would go into an allergic 
shock. After an investigation in to the situation, Southwest admitted they did not have epi pens 
but would going forward have them on planes. Phil Rogers- Runs 2:41    
 
SPORTS- PROTECTIVE NETTING- GENEVA, KANE COUNTY- 5PKG  
Yesterday, the White Sox said they will put protective netting up in their stadium to protect 
fans from foul balls that come careening into the stands. The Kane County Cougars already have 
the netting up and the General Manager gave us a first hand look at how it works and plans to 
expand it. Regina Waldrop- Runs 2:12  
 
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 2019  
 
CRIME- WALGREENS SUSPECT CHARGED – CHICAGO- 10PM PKG-A 33  year old man Louis Hicks 
has been charged with fatally shooting a woman believed to have shoplifting at a northside 
Walgreens last week. Hicks faces first degree murder and impersonating a police officer. He was 
called to the store in the middle of the night by a Walgreens manager who stopped the victim, 
accusing her of shoplifting. He called Hicks , whom he knew as a former security guard . Hicks 
showed up , fought with the woman and shot her in the head before fleeing. Natalie Martinez- 
Runs- 2:03  
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 HEALTH- LEAD IN WATER- UNIVERSITY PARK – 430PM PKG-Today the University Park  Mayor 
invited residents to an information center , which opened for residents  to get answers 
about  clean water and also receive  from an Aqua Water Company tank,. The mayor was there 
to answer as many questions as possible for residents about lead in their water. The village 
Mayor has called for Aqua to face residents . and give them answers to the many questions 
residents have, since learning  there is lead in their water. Michelle Relerford – Runs 1:54  
WEATHER- SUMMER IS HERE? – CHICAGO/WILMETTE- 4PM PKG - Where is Chicago's summer? 
Some business owners and residents are feeling the heat...or lack thereof . We saw people 
walking around in winter jackets and scarves, the day before the summer solstice. This has been 
an unusually wet and cold spring for Illinois and it’s also hurting outdoor businesses like water 
taxis. Today we were in search of spring. Ash-Har Quraishi- Runs 2:02   
  
POLITICS- ALDERMAN AUSTIN RAID FOLLOW- 5PM PKG- More details emerge after raid on 
Alderman Carrie Austin's office. The information that is coming out indicates that Alderman 
Austin benefited from money coming from land that she bought and received Tax Increment 
financing  benefits from the sale of some of the land. This morning, she left her home, but 
would not  comment on the raid. The Alderman, the second longest serving Alderman in city 
council has not been charged . Mary Ann Ahern – Runs 2:31      
SENIORS- TRANSPORTATION- MCHNERY- 5PM PKG- Residents vow to fight McHenry’s vote to 
cancel local transportation for seniors in need. The bus system allows low income seniors  and 
disabled residents to ride anywhere in McHenry for 2 dollars. These commuters  depend on it 
to pick them up and drop them at their doctors’ appointments or pharmacies. But the local city 
government says it costs taxpayers and they are trying to cut back. Regina Waldroup- Runs 2:02  
ECONOMY- CANNABIS DISPENSARIES -ELMWOOD PARK- 5PM PKG- Right now the only people 
who can legally buy pot in Illinois are those in the state’s medical marijuana program. But come 
January, that will change. Dispensaries around the state said they expect the demand for 
marijuana to triple. And that could be an issue for possible shortages. Charlie Wojciechowski- 
Runs- 2:44  
ENTERTAINMENT- BEING FRANK – CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
A new movie, "Being Frank" examines the impact of lies on family, and what happens when the 
truth is revealed. Frank  is a father who has deceived his family by not telling them he has 
another family . The movie looks at the double life for this father. In an interview with local 
actor, Jim Gaffagan and says they've received feedback from strangers who say  they have lived 
that storyline as well and it's more common than you think. Lee Ann Trotter- Runs 1:36 
 FRIDAY - JUNE 21, 2019  
CRIME- SMOLLETT SPECIAL PROSECUTOR- COOK COUNTY- 4PMPKG - A Cook County judge has 
handed down a decision to appoint a special prosecutor in the case of Jussie Smollett, the actor 
who falsified that he was attacked in a homophobic racially profiled attack. But all charges were 
dropped against him and one woman, Sandra Obrien had asked the judge to appoint a special 
prosecutor in the case, stating conflict of interest and other issues related to the State's 
Attorney's office which dropped the case.  
Today the judge agreed but did not name the special prosecutor. This does not mean the case 
will be reopened, just that the special prosecutor may look into circumstances to the dropping 
of the charges. Ash Har Quraishi- Runs 2:30  
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COMMUNITY- CELEBRATING LONG GROVE- LONG GROVE- 4PM/5PM/6PM PKG- This weekend 
marks the north suburban;s annual Strawberry fest, but the village is more than just festivals. It 
has a long history of being one of Illinois oldest towns, including one the the state's oldest 
taverns. Kids participated in the annual pie eating contest, while food vendors showed off their 
strawberry recipes. Staff- Runs 17:55  
MONDAY, JUNE 24, 2019  
MAKING A DIFFERENCE- JOLIET ADOPTION PARTY- JOLIET-6PM PKG  
A family holds a superhero party for the two boys they  recently adopted. The Palkon family , 
who have fostered over 25 kids welcomed the Danny and Bobby  into their family. After making 
the adoption legal, they  held a party with neighbors , ice cream and super heroes. Kate 
Chappell- Runs 1:47  
 
SMOLLETT VIDEOS RELEASED- CIHCAGO- 6PM/10PM PKG - New videos released by the 
Chicago police department show Jussie Smollett just after he reported a hate crime. He is seen 
with rope around his neck in his apartment. Also new video shows the two brothers after their 
arrest,  accused of orchestrating the hoax with Smollett . Dick Johnson runs 2:39 AND 2:03  
 
SMOLLETT/BROTHERS ARRESTED- CHICAGO- 10PM PKG- Details on the newly released video 
regarding the Jussie Smollett case shows the two brothers involved in the case , including being 
dropped off in a cab prior to the alleged attack and also being arrested by Chicago police at the 
airport. Patrick Fazio-Runs 1:44  
 
CRIME - CHRISTENSON GUILTY - PEORIA- 6PM PKG- The man accused of killing a Chinese 
University of Illinois Student has been found guilty. Brett Christensen was found guilty this 
afternoon after closing arguments concluded today. The parents after the guilty plea say they 
are grateful for closure and now await his sentencing. The body of YingYing Zhang  has never 
been found since the scholar was reported missing in June of 2017. Christensen faces the death 
penalty in the case. Phil Rogers -Runs 2:34  
 
TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 2019  
NBC5 INVESTIGATES- CTA GREEN LINE DERAILMENT= 4PM PKG- A new report released today 
shows  from the inside, a CTA Green Line that derailed on June 6. It also shows what passengers 
experienced during the incident, and later the investigation said operator error was responsible 
for the derailment CTA has experienced 49 derailments on its rails in the last 10 years.  Chris 
Coffey- Runs 1:28 
 
 
 ECONOMY/PRIDE BUSINESS- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- A local business is making a difference by 
giving back to the community it serves.. Pretty Cool  Ice Cream in Lakeview is offering rainbow 
sprinkled popsicles with a percentage of the money going back to the Center on Halsted, an 
LGBTQ center in Lakeview that deals with health and social issues for gays, lesbians, 
transgender and queer folks. The owner  says it's important to their customers that the money 
gets invested back in their community. Sabrina Santucci- Runs 1:30  
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MILITARY- DOG REUNION-CHICAGO- 6PM PKG - A Marine from the Iraq War is reunited with 
his canine at Midway Airport. Atilla the dog and  Sgt. Jacob Verela  hadn’t seen each other in 
two years. Verala was overjoyed when he saw his dog again, thanks to the help of Mission and 
Rescue.  Anayeli Ruiz- Runs 2:01  
 
 
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 2019  
CRIME- OFFICER SHOT- CHICAGO-4PM PKG - An off duty officer from the 6th district was shot 
in the head and is in critical condition. Chicago Superintendent says the officer was a son of a 
friend of his  and that they don't believe the officer was the intended target. The 25 year old 
officer, which has not been named , was coming home with a female friend  around 1am when 
someone shot him as he was driving in his vehicle. No one has been arrested at this time. 
Christian Farr- Runs 2:43  
 
POLITICS- DEMOCRATIC DEBATE ROUND 1 PREVIEW- CHICAGO/ MIAMI- 10PM PKG 
 The first of a two- day debate event takes place tonight for 20 democratic forerunners. A group 
of ten candidates will focus on everything from climate change, guns, to fair wages and 
immigration issues. The key, says one political expert is to say something that will set them 
apart from the crowded field. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs 2:17  
 
HEALTH- PTSD  SHOT- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG- The U.S Military is watching closely to a new 
medical procedure which reportedly helps those with PTSD.  One former Marine  has been 
taking the shots, and has noticed a real difference in his behavior.  A Pain expert with  the 
University of Chicago say the shot, called  stellate ganglion block  has decreased PTSD 
symptoms and anxiety almost 90 percent of the time and makes changes almost immediately. 
The shot  runs about  2000  dollars a shot, and not covered by insurance . Lauren Petty - 
Runs 2:04  
 
THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 2019  
WEATHER – STORMS IN THE CITY – CHICAGO -10PM PKG – Buildings were damaged  and a 
local  concert evacuated after stormy weather comes rushing into the city Thursday afternoon. 
Some buildings were damaged by high winds and concert goers at Northerly island had to be 
evacuated while the concert was delayed a few hours. People had to seek shelter at nearby 
parking shelters.  A doorbell camera in Naperville captured the lightning in the western 
suburbs. Trina Orlando- Runs 1:39 
 
 
NBC INVESTIGATES- LAW ENFORCEMENT- POLICE FATAL CRASH- 10PM PKG - Two years after a 
fatal crash killed an off duty officer and a civilian following a police chase. , Chicago police and 
lawyers still have not revealed what happened. Chicago police chased on of their down 
Roosevelt Road, two years ago, killing Chiquita Adams and off duty officer Taylor Clark.  Citizens 
office of Police Accountability recommended one of the officers be fired, but the Police 
Superintendent rejected it.  Phil Rogers Runs 3:11  
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POLITICS- DEMOCRATIC DEBATE- MIAMI - 10PM PKG-The second Democratic debate took 
place tonight in Miami with lots of fireworks over race, police shootings and health care. Patrick 
Fazio- 2:43  
 
IMMIGRATION/ECONOMY - ICE RAIDS THREATS IMPACT- CHICAGO- 5PM PKG  
Business owners in Little Village say they've seen a steep drop off in business ever since 
President Trump threatened raids by law enforcement to round up illegal residents in this 
country. Deportation threats have owners on edge, saying shoppers are spending more time at 
home instead of shopping. Even the Mayor who says she was in the Latino neighborhood this 
past weekend says she saw a significant difference in shoppers. Mary Ann Ahern- Runs  2:16  
 
FRIDAY, JUNE 28, 2019  
TRANSPORTATION- NAVY PIER FLYOVER COMPLETE- 6AM LIVE - The Navy Pier 
pedestrian  Flyover project reopens after several days of  construction has been completed . It 
allows pedestrians and bicyclists to travel on an elevated path for the  lakefront trail over 
Illinois and Grand Avenues, avoiding the heavy vehicle traffic in the area. The head of the 
Department of Transportation came into the studio to explain more about the multi- year, 
multi-million dollar project.  Kye Martin-Runs  3:27  
 
ECONOMY- TAX BILLS SIGNED - - ILLINOIS- PKG- Governor Pritzker signed several bills that will 
expand gambling in the state of Illinois and increase the state gas taxes .  The gambling bill 
would allow a six new casinos in Illinois and allow gaming machines at O'Hare and Midway 
airports. The  gas tax bill doubles the price for the state tax from 19 cents to 38 cents, and 
that’s drawing a lot of criticism. Michelle Relerford-  Runs 2:37  
 
POLITICS- DEMOCRATS IN CHICAGO- 4PM PKG- Former Vice President Joe Biden was among a 
group of Democrats making an appearance this weekend at the Rainbow Push Convention. On 
the minds of many at the convention was Biden's record on race. Today, during his appearance, 
he explained how 30 second soundbites don't erase a career of civil rights he supported while 
Senator and Vice President. Mary Ann Ahern – Runs 2:08 
 
HISTORY- GAS MAIN - CHICAGO- VO - After 160 years, People's Gas has retired the city's oldest 
gas pipe in Chicago. Today People's gas removed the pipe that was installed in the River North 
neighborhood in 1859. Runs 1:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


